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Houseboat owners
may owe millions in
tax dollars to state
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GREG TRAVISitedger d Times

PUT 'EM UP AND TAKE 'EM DOWN: Kathy Fhebelca secretary with Murray State University's
Department of Facilities
Management, takes down Chnstmas decorations Tuesday at MSU's Pogue Library. The
cold temperatures and bnsk
winds didn't deter her and her father, George Fnebel, from removing the lengthy strands
Of garland and large wreaths

Brandon has restored vehicle
honored as one of best in U.S.
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray businessman Howard
Brandon's
prototype 1937
American Austin Boat Tail
Speedster was honored recently
by Antique Automobile Club of
America officials as one of the
best restored vehicles of its kind
in the nation.
The restored green, black and
yellow car that much resembles
the popular deuce coup, is also
believed to he the only one of its
kind in the world. It won the
organization's National Junior
Award during the AACA's annual competition in Hershey. Pa.,
in October.
Brandon, a former automobile dealer in Murray. co-owner
of Brandon Auto World and a
long-time collector of antique
cars, is president of the Twin
Lakes Region of the AACA.
Brandon said he is proud of

the little car and plans to keep it
as one of his collection of
antique automobiles.
"It was the biggest national
AACA meet in the country and
it won as the best restored original car in its class. That's the
next to the highest award that
you can get," he said.
"It's really a great little car. I
had more lookers up there than
people with a SI million
Deusenburg."
When originally constructed
during the later part of the Great
Depression, the automobile was
one of six prototypes created by
the American Austin Car
Company founded in 1929 in
Butler, Pa. However Brandon's
car is now believed to be the
only survivor.
Brandon said he found and
purchased the vehicle in a dilapidated condition from Gary's
Used Cars of Greenville. Ohio
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hobby that you budget for every
boat owner Jamie
Donohue said
He and other Louiss ilk-area
o%ncr• have formed a committee and hired the Lexington law
firm of former Kentucks
Democratic Party Chairman
Terry McBrayer to persuade
state lawmakers to exempt them
from most of the tax
Taxing the big boats will be
'catastrophic' for Kentucky's
houseboat industry because they
already cost so much to dock.
operate and maintain. said
Karen Chnsman. a lawyer with
McBrayer Mcginnis Leslie
Kirkland,
Italso will negate the intilions of dollars the state spends
on promoting water-based
tounsm. Chnsman said. sausing
owners to dock their boats in
neighboring state% or at their
Florida homes
State tax law say% owners
who register their boats with the
Coast Guard hate to pay local
taxes unless county government
specifically exempts them The
boat owners are willing to let
the state have its share, but the
want the local tax exemption
made mandatory.
Debbie Dayton and her busband recessed tax bills in
September totaling S1.600 for
their two houseboats The
•See Page 3A
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in September 1980,
"It was by accident. I used to
sell to a dealer up in Ohio and he
knew I liked old cars and he told
me that he had a 1937 Austin
Boat Tail Speedster," Brandon
said. "He brought me the pictures of the car the next time he
came down here and 1 bought it
off of him. That was in 1980 and
it set until I restored it
The restoration was completed this past September after
2,005 hours of work over a 20month period.
Brandon thanked Wayne
McKinley, of O'Fallon. 111., for
supplying parts and technical
information need to accomplish
the work.
"Without McKinley. restoration would have been more difficult," Brandon said on a
TOM BERRY/tenger & Times
plaque that accompanied the car Murray businessman Howard Brandon's 1937 Austin Boat Tail Speedster prototype, believed
to be the only one of its kind in the world, recently took top honors in Antique Automobile Club
of America competition as one of the best restored vehicles of its kind in the nation.
•See Page 3A
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FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) [he state has sent tax hills totaling $2.5 million to Kentuckians
who own ntzy houseboats and
cabin cruisers.
About 3.500 people could
have to begin paying state and
local property taxes on their
houseboats and cabin cruisers
now that tax collectors from the
Kentucky
of
Department
Revenue know who they are.
The boats — generally more
than 25 feet long and often
worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars and up -- have gone
untaxed for years because they
were registered with the U.S
Coast Guard and not the state.
totowever, the --state got
approval from the Coast Guard
to use its files to identify the
boats and their owners The
Department of Revenue began
notifying boat owners last summer that they were behind in
their tax payments
The average boat tax bill so
far is about $700.
Revenue Department spokesvonr,,n Jill Mitikift said the
state has the nght to collect up
to five years in unpaid taxes.
Some boat owners oppose paying even a year at taxes. Many
have filed formal promos with
the Revenue Department, challenging the assessments.
'It's an impact on your cash
flow that you're not expecting
and takes away from, your
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Ford hailed as selfless leader
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif.(AP) — President
Bush hailed Gerald R. Ford for his administraGov. Arnold
California
honor.
tion's
Schwarzenegger praised him for his selflessness.
And Nancy Reagan hailed his dedication to the
country.
In the uncertain days after the Watergate scandal, those qualities were enough.
Ford, who died Tuesday at 93, was remembered for getting and keeping the country on
course in shaky times.
Though one of his most significant moves —
pardoning President Nixon for any crimes committed in office — was widely derided at the time,
many have since come to see it as a gesture that
healed the country as much as it hurt Ford's aspirations to be elected president in 1976.
"With his quiet integrity, common sense and
kind instincts, President Ford helped heal our land
and restore public confidence in the presidency,"
•President Bush said in a statement. "The
American people will always admire Gerald
.Ford's devotion to duty, his personal character and

the honorable conduct of his administration."
Former first lady Nancy Reagan, whose late
husband mounted an intraparty challenge to Ford
in 1976, praised Ford for his service to the nation
during and after his time in office.
"His accomplishments and devotion to our
country are vast, and even long after he left the
Presidency he made it a point to speak out on
issues important to us all," she said.
Ford died at his home in Rancho Mirage, about
130 miles east of Los Angeles, where he retired.
"He accepted the enormous responsibilities of
the Presidency during a dark hour in our history,
fully knowing the daunting challenge he faced,"
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger said. "No man
could have been better suited to the task of healing our nation and restoring faith in our government."
Alexander Haig, Ford's former chief-of-staff,
said on CNN that Ford "had to bring our country
back and make it whole again and he did it with
dignity, he did it with great, great skill and sensitivity."

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger 8 Times
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PARKING
University can sometimes be a difficult task. However, with students currently out for
Christmas vacation parking lots across campus are empty.
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Former President Gerald Ford dies
America's history, died Tuesday He was 93
Gerald R Ford the 38th and only unelected president in
Key dates
July 14, 1913: Leslie Lynch King Jr
born Omaha. Neb.. later takes his
stepfathees name Gerald R Ford
• 1910

Mgr

193C.

Oct. 27, 1999:
Presented with

Congressional
Gold Medals

tv981111111.07

1935:
Graduates
from University
of Michigan

Aug. 2000: Suffers small
stroke while attending the
Republican National
Convention

lgee

Nov. 2, 1948:
Elected to U.S
House of
Representatives

1963-64: Serves
1441:
Graduates from
on Warren
Commission that
Yale University
investigated
law school
of
1942-46: In U.S. assassination
Naval Reserve President Kennedy
11648: Marries
Elizabeth 'Betty
Bloomer Warren

Dec. 6, 1973:
Confirmed as
vice president

May 21,2001: Wine John

F. Kennedy Progs to
Courage Award tor
pardoning Richard Nixon

,0970 9114.1i49
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Aprfl 30, 1975:

Aug. 9, 1974:
Becomes
president alter
resignation of
Richard Nixon

Saigon leSs. erxing

Sept. it: Gores
Nixon an
unconditional
pardon
Nov. 23-24:
Summit with
Soviet Prescient
Leonid
Brezhnev

the Vietnam War
July 30-Aug. 2:
Attends 35-nation
meeting in Hesionia,
Finland, on
European security
Nov. 2, 1976:
Defeated by
Jimmy Carter in
quest tor a tuN
tern as president

Jan. 2006:
Receives
treatment of
pneumonia
Ii CaWomia

WOOS
August
Undergoes
treatment at
the Mayo
Clinic in
kenneecite
Dec. 26: Dies
at his home
AP

II Ford ...
From Front
aware that you have not elected
me as your president by your
ballots. So I ask you to confirm
me with your prayers."
He revived the debate over
Watergate a month later by
granting Nixon a pardon for all
crimes he committed as president.
That single act, it was widely
believed, contributed to Ford
losing election to a term of his
own in 1976. But it won praise
in later years as a courageous
act that allowed the nation to
move on.
The Vietnam War ended in
defeat for the U.S. during his
presidency with the fall of
Saigon in April 1975. In a
speech as the end neared,. Ford
said: "Today, America can
regain the sense of pride that
existed before Vietnam. But it
cannot be achieved by refighting a war that is finished as far
as America is concerned."
Evoking Abraham Lincoln, he
said it was time to "look forward to an agenda for the future,
to unify, to bind up the nation's
wounds."
Ford became the first vice
president appointed under the
amendment to the
25th
Constitution.
He assumed the office on
Aug. 9, 1974. The next morning, he still made his own breakfast and padded to the front door
in his pajamas to get the newspaper.
After the Watergate ordeal.
Americans liked their new president — and first lady Betty.
whose candor charmed the
country.
At a joint session after
president, Ford
becoming
addressed members of Congress
as "my former colleagues" and
promised "communication, conciliation, compromise and cooperation." But his relations with
Congress did not always run
smoothly.
He vetoed 66 bills in his
barely two years as president.
Congress overturned 12 Ford
vetoes, more than for any president since Andrew Johnson.
In his memoir, "A Time to
Heal," Ford wrote,"When [was
in the Congress myself, I
thought it fulfilled its constitutional obligations in a very
responsible way, but after 1
became president, my perspective changed."
Some suggested the pardon
was prearranged before Nixon
resigned, but Ford, in an unusual appearance before a congressional committee in October
1974. said, "There was no deal,
period, under no circumcommittee
The
stances."
dropped its investigation.
Ford's standing in the polls
dropped dramatically when he
pardoned Nixon. But an ABC
News poll taken in 2002 in connection with the 30th anniversary of the Watergate break-in

AP

Then President Gerald Ford and his wife, Betty Ford, are
shown waving to the crowd while campaigning in Michigan in
this May, 1976 photo. Ford, who picked up the pieces of
Richard Nixon's scandal-shattered White House as the 38th
and only unelected president in Amenca's history, died
Tuesday.
found that six in 10 said the pardon was the right thing to do.
In 1976, he survived an intraparty challenge from Ronald
Reagan only to lose to
Democrat Jimmy Carter in
November. In the campaign, he
ignored Carter's record as governor of Georgia and concentrated on his own achievements
as president.
Carter won 297 electoral
votes to his 240. After Reagan
came back to defeat Carter in
1980, the two former presidents
became collaborators, working
together on joint projects.
The decision to pardon
Nixon won Ford a John F.
Kennedy Profile in Courage
Award in 2001. and Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, acknowledging he had criticized Ford at
the time, called the pardon "an
extraordinary act of courage that
historians recognize was truly in
the national interest."
He was undaunted even after
the two attempts on his life in
Lynette
1975.
September
"Squeaky" Fromme, a 26-yearold follower of Charles Manson,
was arrested after she aimed a
semiautomatic pistol at Ford on
Sept. 5 in Sacramento, Calif. A
Secret Service agent grabbed
her and Ford was unhurt.
Seventeen days later. Sara
Jane Moore. a 45-year-old political activist, was arrested in San
Francisco after she fired a gun at
the president. Again, Ford was
unhurt.
Both women are serving life
terms in federal prison.
Asked at a news conference

AP

President Ford meets with Soviet General Secretary Leonid
Brezhnev at the Okeansky Sanitarium, Vladivostok, USSR.
Nov. 23. 1974. Former President Gerald R Ford. who
declared Our long national nightmare is over" as he replaced
Richard Nixon but may have doomed his own chances of
election by pardoning his disgraced predecessor. died
Tuesday. He was 93.

to recite his accomplishments.
Ford replied: "We have restored
public confidence in the White
House and in the executise
branch of government."
As to his failings, he
responded, "I will leave that to
my opponents. I don't think
there have been many."
Ford spent most of his byhood in Grand Rapids, Mich.
He was born Leslie King on
July 14, 1913, in Omaha, Neb.
His parents were divorced when
he was less than a year old, and
his mother returned to her parents in Grand Rapids, where she
later married Gerald R. Ford Sr.
He adopted the boy and
renamed him.
Ford played center on the
University of Michigan's 1932
and 1933 national champion
football teams. He got professional offers from the Detroit
Lions and the Green Bay
Packers, but chose to study law
at Yale, working his way
through as an assistant varsity
football coach and freshman
boxing coach.
Ford got his first exposure to
national politics at Yale, working as a volunteer in Wendell L.
Willkie's 1940 Republican campaign for president. After World
War II service with the Navy in
the Pacific, he went back to
practicing law in Grand Rapids
in
active
and
became
Republican reform politics.
His stepfather was the local
Republican chairman, and
Michigan Sen. Arthur H.
Vandenberg was looking for a
fresh young internationalist to
replace the area's isolationist
congressman.
Ford got twice as many votes
as Rep. Bartel lonkman in the
Republican primary and then
went on to win the election with
60.5 percent of the vote, the
lowest margin he ever got.
He had proposed to Elizabeth
Bloomer, a dancer and fashion
coordinator, earlier that year.
1948. She became one of his
hardest-working campaigner
and they were married shook
before the election. They had
three sons, Michael, John and
Steven, and a daughter, Susan.
Ford was the last surviving
Warren
member of the
Commission, which investigated the assassination of President
Kennedy in 1963 and concluded
that Lee Harvey Oswald was the
lone assassin.
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SHOPPING WITH A COP:
Murray Police Department and
Kentucky StaN Police camels
are pictured above dunng a
recent shopping trip at the
Murray Wal-Mart store wtions
officiate presented the organization $3.500 tor Ns efforts This
year's local Shop WM A Cop
program, Ni annuli event. was
sponsored by Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge 123 and benefited
several dozen indrinduale in the
common/1y. Pictured above, from
tett. are MPD Patrol Officer
Angel Burkeen, MPD Petrol
Officer Patnck Morris, MPD
Capt Jett Liles Jason Oiroyd
Wal-Mart assistant manager and
grants coordinatOr, Mike Phillips.
store co-manager. MPO Patrol
Officer Damn McCuiston. MPO
Doi Todd Clare KSP Trooper
Donald Bowman, and Tracy
Bowman

Poll finds that Kentuckians prefer
long sentence over execution
LEXINGTON. Ky.(API— Kentuckians favor a long prison sentence over the death penalty for prisoners convicted of aggravated
murder, a university poll found.
More than two-thirds of those surveyed said the lengthy prison
sentence is the "most appropriate" punishment, while less than a
third chose the death penalty, the poll said.
The University of Kentucky survey did not ask whether residents
support or reject the death penalty but focused on which sentence
would be most appropriate.
The poll by UK's Survey Research Center found that 36 percent
of respondents said that a life sentence without possibility of parole
is the most appropriate punishment; 31 percent favored other sentences that Kentucky juries can impose, including prison terms
ranging from 20 years to life imprisonment with parole.
Another 31 percent said execution is the most appropnate punishment. Two percent did not pick any of the available penalties.
The poll has a margin of error of 3.3 percentage points.
The death penalty question was part of a larger poll this summer
of 836 Kentucky residents.

Eastern Kentucky trooper dies
of heart attack
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (API - A Kentucky State Police trooper
found unresponsive in his eastern Kentucky home died of natural
causes, an official said Tuesday.
Detective Stewart "Joey" Howard. 45, died of a heart attack.
Pike County Deputy Coroner Zeb Hampton said.
Howard was found unresponsive in his home in the Regina community of Pike County at 1:55 p.m. EST Monday, state police said
in statement. Pike County Coroner Russell Roberts pronounced
Howard dead at the scene.
Howard was a I6-year veteran of the KSP. serving his entire
state police career at the Pikeville post.
Howard was not married, but had family in the area. He was the
second trooper from the Pikeville post to die in less than a week.
Trooper Jonathan K. Leonard, 28, died Dec. 19 in a car crash in
Pike County. He had worked at the Pikeville post for three years.

NI Boat ...
From Front
Prospect couple live on one of

the boats Instead of fighting the
taxes. Dayton decided to pay
them.
'Say 1 had to pay attorney

late charges are going to accumutate — it's just going to gel

fees and stuff — you think your
going to win that lawsuit, going
up against the state*" she asked
'The interest and penalties and

Judge upholds much of Kentucky law
governing wine shipments
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Out-orstate wineries ,:an ship their
weirs into Kentucky, even if a customer buys the wines online or
over the phone. a federal judge ruled Tuesday.
The ruling by U.S. District Judge Charles R. Simpson III
upholds a state law set to take effect in January and eliminates the
requirement that someone purchase the wine in person before it is
shipped.
The ruling came in a lawsuit filed by Cherry Hill Vineyards, an
Oregon winery, which claimed Kentucky's law violated the
Commerce Clause the U.S. Constitution by giving preference to
Kentucky businesses over out-of-state merchants.
The ruling comes four months after Simpson struck down the
provision requiring any wine to be purchased in state, then shipped.
Cherry Hill Winery challenged the new state law on four
grounds: that the provision limiting shipments to wineries that produce less than 50,000 gallons a year unfairly protects Kentucky's
small wineries; that limiting shipments to two cases at a time favors
local wineries:. requiring wine purchases to be made in-person discriminates against out-of-state businesses; and that the creation of
the Kentucky Grape and Wine Council leads to Kentucky businesses being treated differently than out-of-state businesses.
Cherry Hill's attorney, J. Alex Tanford, an Indiana University
law professor, said the ruling will open the door to small wineries
that sell high-end wines to begin doing business in Kentucky. not
the mass-produced, $10-a-bottle wine makers.

Coincidence?

•

Company didn't respond to lawsuit,
hit with $11 million judgment
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A South Dakota trucking company
has been ordered to pay nearly SI I million to a central Kentucky
couple after it failed to respond to a lawsuit over an auto wreck.
U.S. District Judge Joseph Hood in Lexington admonished East
West Motor Express of Black Hawk. S.D., for its failure to respond
to the lawsuit and ordered the company to pay the unusual default
j udgment.
Robert and Janet Orms of Danville. in central Kentucky, sued
East West in August 2005 after a wreck on Interstate 64 near
Owingsville, about 47 miles east of Lexington.Robert Orrns, who
was injured in the wreck, claimed an oversized commercial truck
owned by East West contributed to the collision.

it
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Photo Provided
A 1937 Austin Boat Tail Speedster, purchased by Murray
businessman Howard Brandon in a dilapidated condition from
a car dealer in Greenville, Ohio, was restored by Jerry Giltner,
of Metropolis, Ill. (pictured with the car). However he had
some help from Ronald and Red Smith, both of Metropolis.
The restoration was completed in September after 2,005
hours of work over a 20-month period

•Restored ...
From Front
during competition. Jerry
Giltner, of Metropolis. Ill_
helped to restore the vehicle
with some help by Ronald and
Red Smith, also of Metropolis.
The American Austin Car
Company initially produced
cars from 1930 through 1934
when it filed for bankruptcy.
to
according
www.wikipedia org. After some
the Great
initial success,
Depression set in and sales fell

off to the point that production
was suspended.
About 20,(10) cars were produced. However in 1935 the
company was reorganized under
the name American Bantam
Production resumed in 1937 and
continued through 1941 when
the company produced the first
prototype of what later became
the Jeep.
The American Austin Car
Company was tied to the Bntish
Austin Motor Company.
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In these waning days of 2006, my thoughts are drawn to
last things and last times. The past year has been a year
of triumphs and tragedies, of gains and losses, of joy and
sadness. Now, with only a few days left before a brand
new year, we remember these things. There will be time
enough in a few days to celebrate a new
year, but how can we remember the old,
both good and bad, and still gain inspiration for the coming year?
The problem and the challenge is to live
with the sense of urgency and hope that is
demanded if an individual manages to rise
above meaninglessness and despair. How
can we make the minutes and seconds of
our lives count for something more than
the tick-tock inevitability of decline and
Home and death?
Away
We are after all looking at the last,
By James
dying days of the year 2006. Oh, I am
Duane Bolin
not trying to be morbid, but there is someLedger & Times
thing that unites us all, that we all hold in
Columnist
common. We all will die. When we say
of an ailing old-timer, "He or she is not
long for this world," we are uttering a truth for ourselves as
well. We all are not long for this world. So how can we
get the most out of our brief sojourns on this planet? What
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Democrats may have
will we leave behind that will really matter, that will last?
declared a one-year moratoriDavid Thomson left behind a remarkable remembrance of
um on pet projects treasured
his own experience in Ireland. His book, Woodbrook, is
by members of Congress, but
part history, part memoir, and part love story. I discovered
the book when the Harvard historian, Bernard Bailyn, praised the move will hardly stop
it in his own book, On the Teaching and Writing of History. horse trading in Washington
or moves by lawmakers to
And then the Irish writer, Seamus Heaney, the winner of a
try to steer taxpayer money
Nobel Prize for Literature in 1995, wrote that Thomson's
back home.
Woodbrook "is simply one of the moslitenchanting books
Nor will it touch billions
I've read in a long time . . . it begins in delight before it
of dollars in already budgetends in wisdom." Heaney's review, this remarkable assessed Pentagon earmarks, which
ment, should serve as a guide for the well-lived life, a life
go to everything from
that "begins in delight and ends in wisdom."
research into better body
In Woodbrook, the author left behind his History readings
armor for overseas troops to
at Oxford to serve as a private tutor for an Anglo-lrish famfinding
bone marrow matches
ily in County Roscommon in Ireland. There he taught and
to treat leukemia patients.
fell in love with Phoebe, a precocious pupil who became a
The temporary ban on
striking woman before dying too soon. After Phoebe's famiearmarks — footnotes in
ly was forced to sell their estate and move to Dublin. David
spending bills that lawmakers
had to leave too. He decided reluctantly to return to Enguse to deliver federal bacon
land, to London, but before taking his leave, he made the
to their states — has been
rounds of friends and neighbors to express his thanks and to
greeted with applause by
say goodbye.
budget hawks and is seen as
He went to the cottage of the mother of a friend who
a savvy political move. But
had asked to see him one more time. Thomson remembered many in the rank and file
that he was touched by the old woman's thoughtfulness, and
are not happy.
as he "walked up the path" to the house, he wrote that "the
"I've had my share of
'last time' thought was poignant." And then he wrote a line calls and they weren't to
that I marked in my copy of this beautiful book, a line that
wish me a Merry ChristI have been thinking about ever since reading it. He said,
mas," said incoming Appro"there are so many 'last times' in everybody's lives that they priations Committee ChairThere are so many
don't know of while they happen.man David Obey, D-Wis.
'last times' in everybody's lives that we don't know of
Earmarks have exploded
while they happen.
in number and cost under
Thomson admitted that the thought of last times "made
GOP control of Congress and
Congress got a black eye
the morning sadder than it need have been," and it makes
when former Rep. Randy
me sad to think of it now. But maybe, just maybe, this
Cunningham. R-Calif., admitmelancholy thought will cause me to live more wisely, to
ted taking $2.4 million in
think more deeply and with more appreciation about these
bribes in exchange for eartimes that I might just experience one last time.
marking projects to defense
Remembering the old with you, and anticipating all that
contractors. The Bush adminthe New Year will bring!
istration and budget hawks
have protested in vain.
Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at
Obey and his Senate
Murray State University and may be reached at
counterpart Robert Byrd, Dduane.bolin@murraystate.edu
W.Va.. have promised to
eliminate lawmakers' pet
projects as they fashion a

Pet projects and horse trading
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Andrew Taylor
catchall spending bill to
close out about $463 billion
in unfinished budget business
— dumped on them by outgoing Republicans.
Byrd and Obey have
announced a plan to fund
most domestic agency
accounts at 2006 levels, with
some increases to avoid layoffs of federal employees
and for politically sensitive
programs such as veterans'
medical treatment.
Some of the money to
pay for such add-ons will
come from accounts used by
lawmakers to send earmarks
back to their districts and
states. But Congress is
unlikely to drain all the
money from such accounts
— which run the gamut
from agricultural research,'
flood control and grants to
local police and fire departments, among many others.
That means projects will
go ahead in many instances,
but it will be up to Bush
administration officials,
spread throughout dozens of
federal agencies, to determine
who gets the money. Instead
of looking to bills passed by
Congress — or rosters of
projects listed in accompanying reports — agency chiefs
will have enormous discretion to award projects.
In response, lawmakers
are likely to pick up the
phone and write letters as
they lobby agency officials
to go ahead with their earmarks.
"We're going to continue
to make the strongest case

we can to whomever we
need to fund projects we
believe have a broad, positive impact on the district
and are supported by the
communities in which they
exist," said Betsy Hawkings,
chief of staff to Rep.
Christopher Shays, R-Conn.
"Even if things aren't
always earmarked in report
language or in a bill, sometimes there's conversations
that occur between members
... and agencies,- said
Christin Baker, spokeswoman
for the White House budget
office.
Some Democrats are worried that Bush officials will
use their power to help their
GOP friends.
-Republican members are
going to get their projects
and Democratic members
will not." said a Democratic
staff aide responsible for
writing one of nine unfinished appropriations bills.
The aide is not authorized to
speak with reporters and
declined to be quoted by
name.
But GOP officials awarding earmarks also need to be
careful or run the risk of
retribution from powerful
Democrats writing agency
budgets later next year.
"As Senator Byrd likes to
say, everybody has to come
back to the watering hole,"
said Byrd's spokesman, Tom
Gavin. "And the Appropriations Committee is the
watering hole."
In going forward, Bush
officials are likely to fund

NEWS ITEM: REGENT STUDY SNOWS 75% O AivIERICANS

projects included in its February budget or approved in
other bills such as the
defense authorization measure.
That would mean construction of federal courthouses and other federal
buildings is likely to go forward, as is new housing and
other construction on militars
bases. But earmarks for projects such as grants for afterschool programs and local
hospitals are more likely to
get shelved.
Democratic leaders vow to
reform the earmark process
by requiring the names of
lawmakers be listed along
with their projects. And they
promise to scale back the
number and cost of lawmakers' pet projects.
Some lawmakers are worried that in reducing the
number of earmarks, a disproportionate share would go
to powerful members of the
Appropriations committees
and to senior lawmakers.
with far fewer given to the
rank and file. A chief reason
for the massive growth in
earmarks is that GOP leaders
spread them around to everyone who asked for them.
"People bemoan the
'explosion' of earmarks but
what we did was we democratized it," said Rep. James
Walsh. R-N .Y., a subcommittee chairman — or "cardinal"— on the Appropriations
Committee. "We took what
was the purview of a few
so-called cardinals .. and we
gave members all across the
country the opportunity to
give us their priorities."
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ObitellriSS
Mrs. Stella Westbrook
Mrs. Stella Westbrook, 80. Murray, died today, Wednesday, Dec.
2006, at 12:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
H Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements

OBITUARIFIS / NATIONAL

Bush considers new course in Iraq;
salutes Saddam death penalty ruling

CRAWFORD,Texas(AP)President Bush went to his ranch
Mrs. Eulalya Rogers Johnson, 91. Murray.. died Saturday, Dec
Tuesday to rethink U.S. involve23, 2006. at 6:25 a.m. at Britthaven Nursing Home. Benton.
ment in Iraq as his spokesman
She had been a longtime active member of Immanuel Lutheran hailed a Baghdad court's deciChurch.
sion upholding the death senPreceding her in death were her first husband, Delbert Key tence for former Iraqi leader
Rogers; one son, Melvie (Skip) Rogers; one granddaughter, Deidre Saddam Hussein.
Saddam, who was deposed
Rogers; and her stepmother, Myra Kostelnick. Born March 20,
1915, in McCracken County. she was the daughter of the late by the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq
in 2003, is to be hanged within
William A. Freeman and Eulalya Gnffen Freeman.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Myra Summerville 30 days.
'Today marks an important
Gradisher and husband, Tom, Murray; one son. Delbert Wayne
milestone in the Iraqi people's
Rogers and wife, Lois, Jacksonville, N.C.; eight grandchildren,
efforts to replace the rule of a
Scott Sununerville, Stephanie Rogers and Sheila Furches, all of
tyrant with the rule of law,'
Murray, Tim Summerville, Rolling Meadows, Ill., Jeff Summerville deputy White House press secreand Dennis Rogers, both of Asheville, N.C., T.J. Gradisher, Akron. tary Scott Stanzel told reporters
Ohio, and Lisa Hardin, Jacksonville, N.C.; nine great-grandchildren. aboard Air Force One to Texas.
A private service and visitation are scheduled. J.H. Churctull where Bush was to meet this
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
week with his national security
team.
Iraq's highest Appeals court
Ronald W. Nelson
Ronald W. Nelson, 66, Evansville, Ind.. formerly of Murray, Ky., on Tuesday upheld the Nov. 5
sentence against Saddam for
ited Monday. Dec. 25, 2006, at Deaconess Hospice Care Center.
He retired from the United States Department of ordering the killing of 148
Shiites in Dujail in 1982, folAgriculture and was currently employed by
lowing an attempt on his life.
American General. An Army veteran of the Korean
Chief Judge Aref Shahin said the
conflict, he was a member of Oak Hill Church of sentence must be implemented
Christ, Evansville.
within 30 days, and could be
Preceding him in death were his mother, Leola Nelson; one carried out as early as today.
brother, Edward Nelson; and two grandchildren.
"Saddam
Hussein
has
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joyce Nelson; four sons, Harold received due process and legal
Combs Jr. and wife. Kathy. Clinton, Utah. Robert Nelson and wife, tights that he denied the Iraqi
Katie, Nashville, Tenn., Steven Combs and wife, Nikki, Evansville, people for so long, so this is an
and J. Kelly Nelson and wife, Tami, Hendersonville, Term.; his important day for the Iraqi peofather. Paul Nelson, and one brother, Tom Nelson and wife, Rose. all ple," Stanzel said.
The
82nd
Airborne
of Benton. Ky.; seven grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Friday at noon at Berea Cemetery, Division's 2nd Bngade. which
would include as many as 3.300
Berea. Ky.
soldiers, has been ordered to go
Visitation will be at Alexander East Chapel, 2115 Lincoln Ave..
to Kuwait shortly after the new
Evansville. from 5 to 7 p.m. Thursday.
year, senior defense officials
Condolences may be made online at www.mem.com.
said Tuesday. Defense Secretary
Robert Gates has approved the
Mrs. Kathleen S. Miller
deployment, which had been
Mrs. Kathleen S. Miller, 73, Greenwood, Ind., formerly of reported earlier this month, said
who
Clinton County, Ky., died Friday. Dec. 22, 2006, at 12:40 a.m. at officials
requested
because
the
University Heights Health and Living, Indianapolis, Ind. Her death anonymity
announcement had not yet been
was because of natural causes.
A retired teacher of adult literacy and GED, she taught elemen- made public
tary grades in Clinton County. Louisville and Indianapolis.
Her husband, Harold Edwards Miller, died in 2000. Born Jan. 30.
1933. in Albany, Ky., she was the daughter of the late Alfred Homer
Sawyers and Miriam Elizabeth Looper Sawyers.
Survivors include two sons, Kevin Miller, Madisonville, Ky.. and
Scott E. Miller. Greenwood; two brothers, Keith Sawyers, Bowling
Green. Ky., and Bill Sawyers. Elkton, Ky.; one sister, Mary
Sawyers, Elkton; three grandchildren. Victoria, William and Thomas
Miller. all of Madisonville.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Latham
Funeral Home, 413 East Main St., Elkton. Rev. Rick Oakley will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be William Miller, Thomas Miller. Gary
Sawyers, Terry Sawyers, Jim Sawyers, Frederick Sawyers and Mark
Sharp. Burial will follow in the Glenwood Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

Mrs. FAWN'Rogers Johnson
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At
the
Pentagon,
officials said
Gates isn't
likely
to
offer a single
solution but,
rather,
a
broad set of
recommenBush
dations for
changing the
course in Iraq. A senior Defense
Department official, who spoke
only on condition of anonymits
because Gates advice to Bush],
secret, said the recommends
tions "would involve mans
aspects of how we can do things
differently."
Bush.
saddled with
1
o
w
approval ratings for his
handling of
Iraq.
will
host
a
National
Hussein
Security
Council
meeting on Thursday at the
ranch. but is not expected to
make any final decision on what
he says will be a new way forward in Iraq.
Vice President Dick Cheney.
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, Defense Secretary Robert
Gates and National Security
Adviser Stephen Hadley will
attend the meeting.
Stanzel said there could be
other National Security Council
meetings before the president
makes up his mind and delivers
a speech to announce his decisions. The speech is expected
before the State of the Union
address on Jan. 23.
Bush is under mounting pressure to change U.S. involvement

in Iraq where viable= maw
tied to escalate des Malik
On Tuesday.the US.military
reported that seven more
American soldiers had died.
pushing the U.S. military death
toll for the month to 90. With
foe days remaining in the
month. December is ahead) the
second deadliest month for the
US military this year, behind

/4

the 103 *Mises killed in
Ocaiar. The WWI alias also
brawgiis moistof U.& rallag gumiara kilisd dam the
doe Iraq war to
Mardi 2003 to at least 2.978
five wee than the number killed
in the Sept 11 attacks in New
Washington
'fork.
and
Pennsylvania
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Mrs. Bernice Irene Thompson, 76, Mayfield, died Monday. Dec.
25, 2006, at 9:48 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Murray.
Her husband, Billy Joe Thompson; two daughters, Nancy
Sinclair and Jan Scillion; and several brothers and sisters, all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Lonnie and Lois
Helm Simmons.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Shelia Gore, Bardwell;
three sons, Robin Phelps and wife. Debbie, Bardwell, Gary
Thompson and wife, Montanee. Mayfield. and John Thompson and
wife. Sharlotte. Paducah; three sisters, Mrs. Mary Kaletch, Paducah,
Mrs. Sue Burpo, Bardwell and Mrs. Etta Lou Yates, Paducah: one
brother, Kenneth Simmons, Mayfield; eight grandchildren, Terry
Rodgers, Paul Rodgers. Tamaron Thompson, Lauren Thompson.
Alex Thompson, Ctiarla Phelps. Sydney Phelps and Logan Scillion;
two great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Milner
and On- Funeral Home. Paducah. Rev. Charles Westfall will officiate. Burial will follow in the Calvary Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Cemetery in Graves County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, Ky., 42003.

SONY
50" SXRD Rear Projection Television
• Full 1080P resolution
• Full HD 11920 x 1080lPicture Resolution with SXRD". chip
• 3 SXRD chips (R/G/B), Over 2 Million Pixels each
• Contrast Ratio up to 10000:11
• 1080p Input for Full HD via HDt.41 rear connections (x2)
• Bottom Speaker. Slim and Stylish Design
KDS-50A2000 s2399.99

SONY
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.
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SONY
50" 3LCD Rear Projection Television
• RD 1280x
720) Picture Resolution (LCD Chip)
• 3 LCD Chips(R,
C.43). 921.600 Pixels Each
• Cinema Black Pro to excellent Contrast Ratio
•50' screen sizel with bottom speakers
•2 HDMI (Rear) and 3 Component Inputs i1 Sociel2 Rear,
KDF-50E2000 gj799,99

SONY

BRAVIAT" S-Series Digital LCD Television

BRAVIATM S-Series Digital LCD Television

• HDTV with ATSC Digital Tuner
• BRAVIA Engine"' lull Digital video processor
• Digital audio amplifier
• Light sensor backlighting control
• 1366 x 768 HD Pane( Resolution
KDL-48S2010 $2799.99

• HDTV with ATSC [Nodal Tuner
• BRAV1A Engine' full Digital video processor
• Digital audio amplifier
• light sensor backlighhng control
• 1366x 768 HD PAO.' RISO.U0011

SONY

SONY

KM-2682010

$1299.99

William 0.(BIN) Heath
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The funeral for William 0.(Bill) Heath was Tuesday at 2 p.m. at
Symsonia Baptist Church. Bro. Rick Miller officiated. Burial was in
the Clarks River Cemetery with Collier Funeral Home, Benton, in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Symsonia Baptist Church Building Fund, 880 Ky.
348 West, Symsonia, Ky., 42082.
Mr. Heath, 83, Symsonia, died Friday, Dec. 22,
2006, at 12:34 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired from Modine Manufacturing Company after 35
years of service as a tool and die setter. A charter member of
Symsonia Baptist Church. he had served as staff sergeant with the
Air Force during World War II.
Preceding him in death were his parents, Etta Randolph Heath
and Mary Monroe Hawkins Heath, and four brothers, Lawrence,
Virgil, Joe and Lewis Heath.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Evelyn Jarvis Heath. to whom
he had been married for 60 years; three sons, Steve Heath and wife.
Terri, and Joe Heath and wife, Jayne Anne. all of Symsonia. and
Rickie Heath and wife, Leslie. Reidland; one sister. Mrs. Charlene
Dawes and husband, Ray. Marshall County; seven grandchildren.
Dale Heath and Jallee. Heath, both of Mayfield, Jody Heath,
Nashville, Tenn., Lindsey Stone, Richmond, Va., Jay Heath and
Jeans Heath, both of Symsonia, and Connor Heath. Putrellville. Va..
three stepgrandchildren, Cody Lane, Murray, and Samantha Adams
and Andrew Cope, both of Reidland; one great-grandchildren. Alex
Heath. Mayfield.

55" SXRD Rear Protection Television
• Full 1060P resolution
• Full 1-10(1920 x 1080)Picture Fiewooution with SXRD"'chip
• 3 SXRD chips (R/C.113). Over 2 Million Pixels each
• Contrast Ratio up to 10000 11
• 1080p Input for Full HO via KOMI roar connections (x2)
• Bottom Speaker Slim and Stylish Design
KDS-55A2000 $259999

60" SXRD Rear Projection Television
• Full 1080P resolution
1080)Picture qw,
-,,lution with SXRD' dhip
• Full HO 1920*(
• 3 SKRO chips (FVGAI) Over 2 Milian Poets each
• Contrast Ratio up to 10000 11
• 1080p Input tor Full MO via HOAK raw connections (x21
• Bottom Speaker Skrn and Stylish Nor
KOS 60A2000 $2799.99
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COMMUNITY
Calloway Public Library
announces closing dates

Quertermous graduates
from Samford University
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. —
Samford University graduated

314 seniors from 20 statil and
foreign nations during the fall
commencement Dec. 16.
James Lassiter Quertermous
of Murray. Ky., received his
bachelor of science at the commencement. He is a graduate
of Murray High School,
The graduates include Juris
Doctor recipients from Samford's Cumberland School of
Law and Master of Divinity
and Master of Theology graduates from Samford's Beeson
Divinity School.

Birth
Announcement

BIG

Quinton Jace
Golden Moore
Christie Hodges Moore of
Murray is the mother of a son.
Quinton Jace Golden Moore.
born on Friday. Dec. 15, 2006.
at 4:10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds
7 ounces and measured 21
inches. Two sisters are Patience
and Bethany Moore.
Grandparents are Martha
Hodges and the late Dale
Hodges of Murray.
are
Great-grandparents
Wyona Howard and the late
Billy G. Howard and Dottie
Tabers, all of Murray.

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Bunteen
Community
Editor

25%-30% Off

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Photo provided
MAIN STREET PROMOTION: During the Main Street
Merriment and Dickens Square event visitors were encouraged to visit the downtown retailers and have a card
punched. Once the card was punchedit was turned it in
for a chance to win $100 in Chamber Checks. Pictured is
Jerri Mjos, left, winner of this years Dickens Square
Shopping Spree, accepting her $100 in Chamber Checks
from Deana Wright, Murray Main Street director.

Red Cross Blood Drives
scheduled Friday and
Sunday in Murray

Sharon McGrew

***

All Winter
Merchandise
50%-60 Off
Jewelry,
Handbags,
& Shoes!
***
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Murray, KY • 753-7441

TOPS to meet Thursday

Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m
in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The
meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

efits for three people. Patients'
By LARRY DOYLE
lives depend on it.
Blood Drives chairman
The Red Cross can collect
The American Red Cross is
committed to providing a safe blood, but only you can proand adequate blood supply for vide life-saving blood. It can't
our community. Since blood be done without your help.
donations are historically slow .Recome a member of an excluas we become more involved sive group: The five percent
in the holiday season, please of the eligible United States
population that actually donates
free up a hour and donate.
Blood drives will be Friday blood. Plan to donate blood
from 2 to 6 p.m. at the Weaks every 56 days (8 weeks) and
Community Center, 607 Poplar encourage others to give blood.
A special thanks to the over
St.. Murray, and on Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. at 265 long term donors (over a
gallon each) who donate blood
Kroger of Murray.
Remember one pint of blood to the Red Cross in Calloway
can provide life sustaining hen- County.
To be eligible to give blood,
must be healthy, at least
donors
welcomes
Salon
Hair
Shere's
di
Judy
17 years old (no upper age
limit), weigh at least 110
pounds, not have given blood
specializing in European Hair Color &
in the late 56 days, and show
Techniques, todays trends and maintaining
Red Cross donors care, picthe health and integrity of the hair
ture ID or two of any other
forms of identifications. A
FOR AN APPOINTMENT CALL: 753-5902
health review will be conducted by the staff to determine
eligibility to give blood.
adY
Xait Ya/Cin
[little
Each participant will receive
a free give away. Refreshments
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray
will be served.
The next scheduled Red
Blood Drive in Calloway
Cross
MORTGAGE
HOME
County will be Monday. Jan.
CAPITAL CORPORATION
22. from 2 to 7 p.m. at Hazel
Baptist Church Family Life
Have you had an increase in payment?
rate mortage? Center, Hazel.

Select
Lucky Brand

Calloway County Public Library will be
closed Monday. Jan. 1. in observance of
the New Year's Day holiday, according to
Ben Graves, director.
The library will also be closed for inventory starting Jan. 6 and will reopen again
on lkiesday. Jan. 16.
Regular hours for the library are 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m., Monday through Friday; 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday; and 1 to 5
p.m. on Sunday.

To place an
ad call
753-1916

See what refinancing with one ofour lowfixed
rates can dofor you.
Some restrictions may apply.
Now serving Tennessee
Ida Patrick • Deborah Moreland • Keela Hobby • Richard Reed
Murray, KY 42071 • 270-753-7665
S.

a 408 ,2th St..
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Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to I p.m. For more information call 437-4588.

Singles will host dance
Murray Singles (SOS) will sponsor a New Year's Eve Dame
on Sunday from 8 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at the Joe Creason
building, Benton. The cost will be $7 per person and music
will be by Brad Huntley. Each one is asked to bring a snack
to share. Soft drinks and coffee will be provided. The public
is invited.This is open to all singles. For information call Mike
at 759-3180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Oaks Country Club plans party
A New Year's Eve party will be Sunday, Dec. 31, from 8
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at the Oaks Country Club. The cost will
be $10 per person. Music will be a D-J. Members and nonmembers are welcome. For reservations call the pro shop, 7536454, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SS representative here Thursday
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Extension office to be closed
Calloway County Extension Office will be closed until Jan
2 for the Christmas and New Year's holidays.

Early-Bird registration for Relay
Early-Bird registration for Relay for Life for 2007 will end
on Dec. 31. Teams are requested to participate in this registration by turning in our team's registration fee of $150 before
Dec. 31 and $75 of the fee will count toward your team total
for 2007, according to Kathy M. Hodge, chairman of Relay
for Life for Calloway County. Hodge said "if you are out of
town, but would like to take advantage of the opportunity,
mail your $150 registration fee to me at Relay for Life of
Calloway County, 215 Little Oaks Lane, Murray, KY 42071,
or if you are in town, you can leave your registration fee with
Pat Latimer at the downtown Regions Bank on the courtsquare."

Good Life group plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will host a seven-night vacation to a resort in Riviera Maya, Mexico, April 20-28. 2007.
Deposits should be made as soon as possible and the balance
must be paid by Jan. 12, 2007. For more information or to
become a Good Life member, contact Brenda Sykes at 767338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Laker Band cards available
Laker Band cards are still available at the cost of $10 each
and can be purchased by calling Wendy Collins at 293-2932
or at the Calloway County Board office.

Special course will be offered
A person can make difference in the lives of people in the
community and receive three hours credit from Murray State
University by signing up for YNL (Youth & Nonprofit Leadership) 290 for the spring semester. A major part of this class
is providing service to one of over 50 nonprofit organizations
in and around Murray, including the local Big Brothers Big
Sisters program and Need Line to mention a few. For more
information contact by e-mail to rogerweis@murraystate.edu or
call him at 809-3808. •
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Thank Yost
Fern Terrace Lodge would like to thank all of those
who brought gifts to our facility:
Woodmen of the World-Lodge 170
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
New Concord Church of Christ
Calloway County FFA and Murray High Key Club.
Each resident received five presentsinion
Thanks for your generosity! Because of your kindness our
residents all had a ioyous holiday season.
How beautiful the turning of the year'
A moment artificial yet profound
Point upon an arbitrary chart
Passing like a breath upon the heart,
Yearning with anticipation wound.
New hope new harbored in old-fashioned cheer
Even when the boundary line is clear,
We recognize the oneness of the ground
Years, like circles do not end or start
Except we lay across their truth our art,
Adructing dates as they go round and round
Revolving to a tune long sung and dear

o Off

e

400 Main 5t.• Murray, KY 420710270-767-0007

Relay for Life team plans promotion
The Relay for Life team of McKinney Insurance Services.
Inc., will have a rebate week at Pizza Hut in Murray through
Saturday. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
for the team.

Senior center selling calendars
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is selling
an historical calendar of Murray with the cost being only $5
which would be an excellent Christmas gift. All profits will
go to help fund the services offered at the center.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

CCHS volleyball team plans promotion
SAFETY FIRST
Play it

Safe this Holiday Season.

Don't Drink and

Drive.

Dale Willis
201 N. 5th St, Murray
(270) 753-8485
dwilhewillis-insurance.com

Nationwide'
On Your SideNationwide Miguel Maurance Company and AfalahM( onmamm, Home OM e (0,,.,,n.,. OH
4121S-2220 2 S.02

Calloway County High School volteyball team is selling
first aid kits ranging in price from $8 to $30. Those interest
ing in purchasing a kit, contact a CCHS volleyball player or
parent or call Tammy McCallon at 435-4170.

Murray AA gives schedule
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615-1 South
12th St. in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions
Branch Bank. The regular schedule is as follows: Monday.
closed. non-smoking 6 p.m. and open. 8 p.m.; Tuesday. AA
closed, non-smoking, 8 p.m.; Wednesday, closed, non-smoking,
at 11 a.m., Women's closed non-smoking, 6 p.m. and Big
Book Study meeting, closed smoking. 8 p.m.; Thursday p.m. open smoking; Friday, New Corners meeting open at 13
p.m.; Saturday - open. non-smoking 10 a.m., speaker meeting
open smoking. 8 p.m.; Sunday. closed, non-smoking 4 p.m
For information call Mitch at 753-9320, Jeannie at 753-610
or Jack L, at 703-8146.

COMMUNITY
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Thursday. Dec. 28, 2SI6:
Center on the basics this birthday year. Reflect and consider
what might not be working for
you. You have a tendency to
overindulge. As you have so
much fun, reining yourself in
might be difficult. Although you
might be uncomfortable, you'll
want to let go of what isn't
working. The following year,
2008. will offer special opportunities that you need to prepare
for now. Frequently ask yourself
what you want and need.
Formulate a wish list! A partnership could test your patience and
willingness. Your determination
to maintain this relationship will
be tested. If you are single, you
might feel lonely and want
someone close. ARIES anchors
you.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Creativity comes from
discussions with friends or from
brainstorming. You might be on
overload. Excessive feelings
spin out. Lots of guidance
comes from creativity. Your
imagination takes you to a new
level. Let your personality flow.
Tonight: Take your time sorting
through ideas.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Listen to your instincts
Basics come from a new point of
view. Work with someone on an
individual level. Tune in to what
is necessary. not what you want.
A pragmatic view can save the
day. Tonight: Take some long-

overdue personal time
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Zero in on the essen'sill
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tials: Others might see you as
stem as your practical personality emerges. You go a bit overboard. and others feel overwhelmed. Listen to your sixth
sense regarding an intense person. Tonight: Still living life as it
there is no tomorrow.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** Stand up and be counted
How -you view a situation
changes. Listen to feedback
from someone who definitely
handles life differently Be willing
to put in that extra effort. Tonight:
A force not to be reckoned with.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** If you can see the other
side, you will be able to accept

MC SIMar

stand and relate closely. Though
you might be a bit uncomfortable, you will make a difference.
Realize more of what is necessary to make your life tick

Tonight: Be a duo.
UEIRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Reach out for others.
You might be delighted by what
comes down your path. Allow
more opportunities by expanding
your immediate circle A sense
of well-being emanates from
you, especially when you are
home. Tonight. Listen to suggestions.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Grasp what needs to happen_ You might quite suddenly
see someone in a different light
Understanding comes from
those in your life who you often
put on a pedestal. The lack of
judgment makes you less
uptight. Tonight: Easy does it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***a* Your perspective is in
great
demand.
Evaluate
Consider. Making snap judgments could cause more problems than you'd like to deal with.
Reach out to someone at a distance who sometimes might be
aloof or sad. Tonight Do your
thing
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Anchor in and understand
Sometimes stnpping away your
opinions allows for a clearer field
of vision. Intensity marks your
interactions with a key partner.
Understand the uniqueness in
this person, Tonight Invite oth-

ers over.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You might want to examine what is going on with others.
Sometimes even if you walk in
their footsteps, an ability to identify with them can elude you.

Work on listening. Accepting
someone as he or she is is step
number one. Tonight: Run
errands and visit.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Expenses go overboard.
which. it you think about it, is
normal for the season. Your discomfort helps you quickly
straighten out any problems.
Trust yourself to make good
choices. A friend lightens up the
mood. Tonight: Gather your bills.
even if you don't pay them yet.
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Jen' Elliott LPN
PermAncrii Cosmetics Artist
211 Maple
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and solve any issue What is
clear is that your impulsive
nature though you do try to
restrain it, draws results. Nurture
rather than cnticize Your views
can impact others Tonight
Choose a mind-relaxing activity
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Your smile proves to be
a winner. Others want to under-
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Mr. and Mrs. James York

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams

Mr. and Mrs. James York were married for 70 years on
Dec. 19, 2006. They had a family dinner on Dec. 16.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend a celebration
from 2 to 4 p.m. on Saturday. Dec. 30, at Olive Baptist
Church. The couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. York and the former Louncll Ross. were married Dec.
19, 1936, in Vienna, Ill. It was a double wedding with his
brother. Paul York and the former Maybelle Henson, both
deceased. Their attendants were the late Lawrence York and
Ruth Morris who later married.
Mrs. York, a homemaker, is the daughter of the late Lloyd
and Lillie Ross.
Mr. York is retired from Drake Industries. Ferndale. Mich.
He is the eldest of the IS children of the late Amos and Lena
York.
Their seven children are Glen Dale York and wife, Donamae, Highland, Mich., Barbara Ann Morton and husband.
Ronald, Fairdealing, John Ed York and wife, Carol, Hardin.
Bettie Lou Brewer (deceased) and husband. Russell. Benton.
Roy Gale York and wife, Gayle. West Fork, Ark., Brenda Sue
Garner and husband. Morgan. and Joe Lee York and wife.
Tracey, all of Benton.
They have 28 grandchildren, 38 great-grandchildren and three
great-great-grandchildren. Counting the mates of the ones that
are married it makes a total of 110 in their family.

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams ot Paducah will celebrate their
40th wedding annisersary on Sunday. Dec 31, with their family.
Mr. Adams and the former Georgia Potts were married Dec.
31, 1966, in Lynn Grove by Bobby Joe Sims Their attendants
were Jane and Jamie Potts.
Mrs. Adams is the daughter of James and Thelma Potts of
Kirksey.
Mr. Adams is the co-owner of A&M Drywall and Plastering of Paducah. He is the son of the late Hill and Vivian
Adams of Coldwater.
They have two sons, Chuck Adams of Glen Carbon. Ill..
and Scott Adams and wife. Ashley. of Versailles.
Their five grandchildren are Michael Eells, Payton Adams
and Collin Adams. all of Glen Carbon. and Mamie Adams and
Colton Adams of Versailles One deceased grandchild is Laura
Jane Adams.

Subscribe by calling 753-1916
Today! LrEiGER &TIMES
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6pen 9am-5pm New Year's Day!
..10Ver Twso Acres of Furniture, Accessories & Floor Coverings
0% Financing Available.
1) No Payments Ti! 2008!

370-293-X854
Lamps, Area
Rugs, Furniture
& AcceAsories

dhoti intztyatioo coin
Gift certificates Availed*

Murray'sSource For The Most
Up-To-Date HomeFashions

Furniture - Flooring - Accessories

, Bedding
Drapery • Specialty Rods • Casty
Upholstery • Design Service Available
New Fall Fabric Books/
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Conner is an Australian
Shepherd mix, adult male

Brownie is a beagle mix,
young adult, female

SWUM HOURS: MON.-RI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-1 PM

For mon, int( immtion((intact
Murray Calloway County Animal Shelter •
at(270)759-4141
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Just South of Hazel. KY
133105 Hwy.641 S.. Puryear
731-498-8161
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Plane with
British P.M.
overshoots
air runway
•

MIAMI (AP) — A commercial jet carrying British Prime
Minister Tony Blair and his family slightly overshot a runway at
the Miami International Airport
on Tuesday,
but the plane
was not damaged and no
injuries were
reported, officials said.
British
Airways flight
209
from
London
ran
over a couple
Blair
airfield lights
after landing around 6:15 p.m..
but did not leave the pavement
and returned to the gate under its
own power, airport spokesman
Marc Henderson said.
The plane stopped just past
the official end of the runway,
said Laura Brown, a Federal
Aviation Administration spokeswoman.
"It landed safely on the runway. It slowed down. It was
going at taxiway speed and they
just missed a turn," Brown said.
Brown said the FAA would
be looking into the incident, but
she did not know whether there
would be a formal investigation.
The Blairs, among the 343
passengers on the plane, were in
Miami for a family vacation and
planned to stay with Robin Gibb

Plane canying Blair
skids in Miami

Murray Ledger Si Times

Biden vows to fight troop surge in Iraq

By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Foreign
Senate
Incoming
Relations Chairman Joseph
Biden, a potential Democratic
presidential candidate, said
Airport rkagramat
FitirsaY 204
Tuesday he would oppose any
effort by President Bush to
26L
increase U.S troops in Iraq as
part of a new war strategy.
Biden also announced he has
summoned Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice to testify
before his committee next
month to discuss the administraSt.
79th
NW
Miami
tion's new plan for Iraq as soon
FLORIDA
International
as it is made public.
Airport
The Delaware Democrat took
0 1 106
NW 54th St.
advantage of a quiet holiday
week to draw attention to his
own proposal for Iraq, which
includes beginning a drawdown
of U.S. forces and finding a
political settlement among the
SOURCES haulm International Airport, AP
ESRI
various ethnic factions there.
of the Bee-Gees, officials said.
Biden has spoken candidly of
According to the National his desire to run for president
Weather Service, thick clouds and has made repeated visits in
covered South Florida about the
the past year to early voting
time Blair's plane was landing,
like Iowa and New
and a light rain had fallen at the states
airport about two hours earlier.
"Nothing the pilots don't
handle all the time," meteorologist Brad Diehl said. "The visibility was about 10 miles."
The pilot stopped the plane at
the end of the runway because
he could not see the lights to the
Airways
British
taxiway,
spokesman John Lampl said.
"Apparently, they're doing
some resurfacing work and
relighting. Just to err on the side
of caution, the captain decided
to stop at the end of the runway
and called the tower," Lampl
said.
A British Airways iet carrying
British Pnrne Minister Tony Blair
overshot a runway at the Miami
International Airport Tuesday.
No iniunes were reported

Hampshire. But be is trying to
find room on a crowded stage of
Democratic contenders that
includes Sens. Hillary Rodharn
Clinton of New York and Barack
Obama of Illinois.
"It is my intention to seek the
nomination, and it's my intention sometime in the month of
January to set up the appropriate
mechanism to be able to raise
money for that purpose," he said
Tuesday.
Biden warned that congressional Republicans — not
Democrats — would suffer in
the 2008 elections if they do not
join him in speaking out against
Bush and opposing troop
increases in Iraq.
"Absent some profound
political announcement . . I
can't imagine there being an
overwhelming, even significant
support for the president's position," he told reporters during a
call
conference
telephone
Tuesday.
If the violence continues two
years from now, "every one of

those Republican senators —
and there's 21 of them up for reelection — knows that that is
likely to spell his or her doom,"
Biden said.
Bush has not announced
whether he plans to increase the
number of troops in Iraq, but
administration officials say that
option is among several being
considered. Also, Bush last
week said he wants to expand
the size of the Army and Marine

Corps to lessen the
ground forces.
The move was seen by many
military experts as laying the
groundwork to announce early
next month a planned surge
•
forces in Iraq.
Military experts and some
ground commanders are skeptical that a surge in ground forces
could work to settle the violence
in Iraq.
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ring in the new year

with a
new phone.
Hurry in!
Sale won't last.
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PART OF THE INIUSOUIN FAMILY

AP

URBAN COMPLETES REHAB: Nicole Kidman, left,
walks with her husband, country music singer Keith
Urban, through the lobby of a hotel in Sydney,
Australia, on June 26, 2006, the day after they were
married. The celebrity couple was reunited in the
Oscar-winning actress's home town of Sydney after her
singer husband completed treatment in the United
States for alcohol abuse, media revealed today.

Fireworks usage sees increase
during New Year's Eve time
dealers
Special to the Ledger
— Parents, watch your chilWASHINGTON — The
National Council on Fireworks dren! Only persons over 12
Safety has seen a rising trend in years old should handle
fireworks and sparkler usage on sparklers.
— An adult must be present
New Years Eve.
"In many different parts of and responsible when young
the country. people are using people are handling fireworks
fireworks and sparklers as a part and sparklers.
— Never attempt to combine
of their New Years traditions"
said Ralph Apel. president of or alter fireworks or sparklers.
— Fireworks should only be
The National Council on
Fireworks Safety. "As the usage lit one at a time.
— Alcohol and fireworks do
increases, we want to remind
everyone to use all fireworks not mix. Please have a "desigsafely and responsibly" he nated shooter" who is responsible for fireworks.
added.
— Only use fireworks and
The consumption of fireworks and sparklers is increas- sparklers outdoors. When outing by approximately 10 percent doors use them away from
per year. As the usage goes up buildings and vehicles.
— Keep plenty of water
so does the need for safety. To
celebrate safely. The National nearby. Additionally, make sure
Council on Fireworks Safety the person lighting the firereminds everyone to follow works wears safety glasses.
Fireworks are an American
these guidelines and recommentradition that is as old as our
dations:
— Obey the Local Laws. If nation itself; 45 out of 50 states
fireworks or sparklers aren't allow fireworks usage in one
legal where you live, don't use form or another.
For more information on
them.
— Buy fireworks and fireworks safety, visit fireworksparklers only from established safery.com
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Brad Bilbro, a senior at Muhlenberg North High School. leans on a locker in the school's hall
in Greenville, Ky. Bilbro is a co-founder and co-chairman of Students Teaching About Narcotics
Dangers. a student club that educates elementary and middle school students on the dangers
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By LEIGH ANN TIPTON
Owensboro MessengerInquirer
GREENVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Brad Bilbm's cousins seemed to
have the American Dream — a
nice house with a swimming
pool and hot tub and all the other
luxuries a good-paying job can
buy.
Bilbro,
a
senior
at
Muhlenberg North High School,
watched helplessly as drugs
destroyed the dreams.
"After a few years on drugs,
they're living in apartments and
rental houses, with the police
always knocking on the
he said."Drugs can change your
life, and even if the whole family is not involved in drugs, it
ruins the lives of the whole fainily."
Bilbro knows he's not alone.
in
Nearly
every
family
Muhlenberg County — like
those in every other community
in the nation — knows someone
on drugs.
The Muhlenberg North High
School senior would like nothing better than to change that,
and he devotes most of his time
to battling the drug epidemic in
his community.
Bilbro is a co-founder and
Students
co-chairman
of
Narcotics
Teaching
About
Dangers, a student club that educates elementary and middle
school students on the dangers
of drug use. Members of the
club talk to younger students
about peer pressure, drugs and
alcohol and organize anti-drug
programs. The group is also
organizing a New Year's Eve
event at the high school so students can have a good time without using drugs or drinking alco
hol.
The night's activities will

include a dance, free food, volleyball tournament and interactive video games like "Dance
Dance Revolution" and -Guitar
Hero."
Bilbro became involved in
the county's anti-drug campaign
when he was asked to be on a
community-wide committee.
From there he joined the Drug
Children's
Endangered
Coalition, a group made up of
emergency personnel and community leaders.
"We realized then how had
the problem was," he said. "We
thought we'd have better, fresher ideas because we were
younger.He and Ashleigh Whitehead
came up with the idea for starting an anti-drug campaign run
entirely by high school students
for educating their peers and
younger students on the dangers
of drugs.
"I'd say we're one of the
active
groups
in
more
Muhlenberg County," he said.
And the group's efforts don't
stop there. Last year, they
helped organize a retreat attended by representatives of 19
counties looking for more effective ways to teach youths about
the dangers of drugs.

Misr° is an active and popular senior. He runs on the cross
country team, where he finished
eighth °serail in the state competition as a junior. He's also the
Future Business Leaders of
America president at his school,
president of the senior class, the
National Honor Society historian and was the football homecoming king in the fall. Bilbro is
also on North's swim team and
is a Governor's Scholar.
He belongs to a number of
other school clubs, too. The
schedule keeps him busy.
"My morn, she's kind of like
my secretary,- he said. "There's
so much going on, and she keeps
up with it.His mother. Donna, is a
teacher at Muhlenberg North.
His father, Mike, works at Dana
Corp. Bilbro has a brother,
Jonathan, who is a freshman at
North.
Bilbro is a living example of
the message he teaches — that
you can be popular without
doing drugs.
"We're letting students know
they don't have to do bad things
to be cool,- he said.
And that image is in the
blond-framed face of an impassioned 17-year-old.
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Or. Vonnahme will begin his dental practice with us on January 2.
Or. Vonnahme is a 2001 graduate of Murray State University and a
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LookingBack
Roberts. It is anticipated that bids
10 years ago
Published are pictures of dec- on the Calloway County portion
orated homes for the Christmas will be let sometime in Februholidays in the Murray area. The ary.
Mr. and Mrs. Ottis Russell were
pictures were by Staff Photogramarried 60 years Nov. 12.
pher Bernard Kane.
Published is a picture of John
Four Murray High School soccer players received All-State Hon- Nix Purdom, Wells Purdom Ill
ors. They were Samantha Hogsed, and Howie Crittenden with 13
first team, Susan Krieb and Court- squirrels they got while hunting.
40 years ago
ney Christopher, second team,
John Futrell, 31, of Model,
and Mary Kay Howard. third
Tenn., son of Mrs. Robert Davis
team.
Births reported include a girl of Murray, died Dec. 26 from
to Delta and Allen Williams, Dec. injuries sustained in a traffic acci21; a boy to Tracey and Stanley dent near Henderson.
Builder Third Class Edward
Hale, a boy to Michelle and Brent
Simmons and a boy to Elizabeth C. Warren, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eurie Warren. is now serving at
and Victor Ruffman, Dec. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Miller were Naval Support Activity in DaNang,
Vietnam.
married for 50 years Dec. 25.
Celebrating 50th wedding
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Ruth anniversaries were Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson, Jo Williams, Clovis Jones, Walter Mohundro on Dec. 18 and
Margaret Owens and Anna Mae Mr. and Mrs. Zeneth Paschall
Owen standing beside the deco- and Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Saunrated Christmas tree on the main ders on Dec. 26.
50 years ago
floor of Murray Woman's Club
Pastor and Mrs. Paul C.
house at a meeting of the GarMosteller of Barren Plains Bapden Department of MWC.
Births reported include a boy tist church, Springfield. Tenn.,
to Attila and Terry Caldwell and have been appointed missionara girl to Lori and Shane Wray, ies to Thailand by the Southern
Dec. 19; a boy to Pamela and Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
David Jenkins, Dec. 20: a girl They are both graduates of Murto Angela and Tommy Harrison ray State College.
In the Christmas Basketball
and a boy to Melissa and Monty
Newcomb, Dec. 21; a girl to Tournament, sponsored by KirkDebbie and Mickie Perkins and sey High School Unit of Parenta girl to David and Lori Stin- Teacher Association at the Murray State College Carr Health
son, Dec. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilman Coles Building, Kirksey Eagles won
were married 50 years Dec. 26. (s151 over Murray Training Colts
in first round with high scorers
30 years ago
Bids on the Marshall County being Rob Darnell for Eagles and
portion of the four-laning of US Billy Rogers for Colts. Kirksey
641 between Murray and Benton Eagles won 31-20 over Hazel
will be let June 30, 1977. under Lions for the championship with
the order signed by Kentucky high scorers being Darnell for
Secretary of Transportation John Eagles and Hampton for Lions.
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Playing the baby name game Reader feels lightheaded
is every mother's prerogative
in the morning
DEAR ABBY: I read the
letter on Nov. 22 from the mother who was concerned about

how her stepdaughter is going
to spell her daughter's name,
which will be lasiela (pronounced Gist11a). And you, of
all people, agreed that she
should speak
with
the
mother
about
spelling?
Abby, that is
the joy in
naming your
child! You
get
to
choose the
name
and
By Abigail
how to spell
Van Buren
it.
The
unusual spelling of a child's
name is what makes the child
unique. For that mother to take
that away from the mother-tobe, well, it's none of her business! The child will learn to
spell her name, as she will
other difficult words in life. I
feel the mother is entitled to
name her child whatever she'd
like, as long as the husband
agrees. -- SHAWN IN WEST
VIRGINIA
DEAR SHAWN: One of
the most interesting things
about writing my column is
not knowing how the public
will react. When I answered
that letter, I had no idea that
some readers would react like
angry hornets. I was trying to
be logical, but there are strong
feelings on both sides of the
subject. Read on:

Dear Abby

TodayInHistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Dec. 27,
the 361st day of 2006. There are
four days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 27, 1831, naturalist
Charles Darwin set out on a roundthe-world voyage aboard the HMS
Beagle. (Darwin's discoveries during the almost five-year-long journey helped to form the basis of
his theories on natural selection
and evolution.)
On this date

In 1822. scientist Louis Pasteur was born in Dole, France.
In 1904, James Barnes play
-Peter Pan: The Boy Who Wouldn't Grow Up" opened at the Duke
of York's Theater in London.
In 1927, the musical play "Show
Boat," with music by Jerome Kern
and libretto by Oscar Hammerstein II, opened at the Ziegfeld
Theater in New York.
In 1932, Radio City Music
Hall opened in New York.
In 1945, 28 nations signed an

agreement creating the World Bank.
In 1949, Queen Juliana of the
Netherlands signed an act granting sovereignty to Indonesia after
more than three centuries of Dutch
rule.
In 1968, Apollo 8 and its three
astronauts made a safe, nighttime
splashdown in the Pacific.
In 1979. Soviet forces seized
control of Afghanistan. President
Hafizullah Amin, who was overthrown and executed, was replaced
by Babrak Karmal.

BABY' EILUESCE1

WHERE'D YOU
14EAR THAT ONE,
SUMSTEAV)

5055, MF-RE 5 A RuMOR GOING
AROUND THAT EVERYONE WILL. GET
A 10% COST-OF-LIVING
RAISE ;OR THE NEW
YEAR

I'M JuST NOW
STA TING Fr

'I Ti4OUG4T IV FLOAT IT OUT
THERE AS A TRIAL BALLOON
TO SEE IP IT HAS ANY
LEGS

DEAR ABBY: As a soonto-be new mom. I take exception to the arrogance people
show regarding naming children. Because it is not a name
that everyone is familiar with
does not mean that it's not a
good one. And spelling is in
the eye of the beholder! I sin
appalled that people would
couch their displeasure for a
name under the guise of "for
the sake of the child." I would
encourage that writer to
MYOB. I know if I were the
stepdaughter and she said something to me, I would not be
happy about it at all. -FUTURE MOTHER TO IAN
OR MIKAYLA IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR ABBY: I was given
an unusual name. I have had
to instruct everyone from teachers, students and co-workers
as to how it is pronounced
and the correct spelling. Does
this mean my parents didn't
know the "correct" spelling of
my name? I wholeheartedly
say NO!
I have also chosen to give
my children unusually spelled
names, names that were chosen with careful thought and
consideration as to spelling
and pronunciation. A name is
something to cherish and live
up to. My children have been
and will continue to be taught
this throughout their lives.
If the grandmother-to-be is
concerned about the name, she
should start thinking of a good
nickname to give the child. - KLISTA IN IDAHO
DEAR ABBY: I did a
Google search on the baby
name databases. One of the
better ones I queried was Parenthood.com. It shows the male
name "Jasiel" and identifies it
as a biblical name meaning
"the strength of God." Obviously, then, "Jasiela" is the
feminine form of the name.
Your advice seemed offputting. "Hesitant" is wellmeaning, but she should mind
her own business. And for you
to assume that Mum didn't
know the correct spelling -well! That was a presumptuous remark and certainly not
in your normally empathetic •
style. I think this is one of
the rare times that you blew
it, Abby! -- LEANNE R. IN
CANADA
DEAR ABBY: My siblings
and I grew up with unusual
names for the United States - Deirdre (dear-dra), Aisling
(ash-ling), St. John (sin-gin)
and, easiest of all. Becket. pronounced as spelled. True, it
wasn't always easy. but our
teachers learned something
new, and today, as adults, we
love our names and are happy
our parents ignored convention. -- DEIRDRE IN EKER,
SWEDEN
DEAR READERS: Tomorrow, I'll share some of the letters from folks who agreed
with my answer. Stay tuned

DEAR DR. GOTT: Every
morning when I get up, I feel
lightheaded and have to sit on
the edge of the bid for three
to five minutes. After that. I
am OK unless I lie down
again.
I lost my
bladder to
cancer 23
years ago
and had a
heart blockage 15 years
ago, but the
blockage
was cleared
by medicaDr. Gott tion.
Since
By
these probDr. Peter Gott lems, I hase
Atenolol,
taking
been
hydrochlorothiazide. Z,ocor and
aspirin. My cholesterol is 189,
my LDL is 115 and my pulse
is 60. I have had two doctors, and my latest put me on
Lipitor about 45 days ago. He
wants my LDL to be lower.
I'm 89 years old and weigh
178 pounds, and I would appreciate any suggestions.
DEAR READER:1 am concerned about two features in
your story.
First is your faintness. This
could be caused by blood pressure that is too low, possibly
due to overmedication with
Atenolol and hydrochlorothiazide. You should check with
your doctor about this.
Second, for a man your age,
you have normal cholesterol
and lipoprotein levels. I am
not certain that you require
more medicine for this. The
higher the dosage of Zocor
and Lipitor, the greater the
chance of side effects, such
as muscle damage. Again, ask

your physician why he wants
to lower your cholesterol and
LDL still further.
To give you related inforls
=nom I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Understanding Cholesterol."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, IN)
Box 167. Wickliffe. OH 441J9'.
0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Have
you ever heard of parasite
cleansing? It is supposed to
cleanse your colon of parasites. A friend of mine who
is very health-conscious is in
the process of trying it. She
tells me everyone has parasites in their colon. She sent
away for a two-month supply
of a powder and tea. Can you
tell me if what she says is
true, and does it have an',
benefit, or is it just another
scam to make money?
DEAR READER: Intestinal parasites are best treated
with appropriate antiparasite
so-called
medication. The
"colonic cleansing" that your
friend is trying has never been
shown to be appropriate therapy for parasitic infections
While I wouldn't necessarily
conclude that this is a "scam."
I believe that your friend could
better waste her money in
another way. Parasites are not
common in temperate climates.
When they are present. however, the type can be diagnosed by simple fecal anal>
sit, and suitable treatment can
then be administered. This
approach makes more sense to
me than the alternative — what
I suspect is a two-month supply of a powerful laxative.

ContractBridge
Actions Speak Louder Than Words
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
•KJ 8
Q6 3
•K 96
OAQJ 2
EAST
WEST
•4
flb A 6 3 2
•A K 2
•8 7 5
•.1 7 5 4 2
•Q 10 3
#6 4 3
•10 9 8
SOUTH
•Q 10 9 7 5
1094
•A8
41)K 75
The bidding:
South
West
East
North
Pas,
•
Pass
I NT
4
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
There are times when a defender
wants to send an urgent come-on signal to his partner, but lacks the necessary cards to do so in the usual
fashion. In that case, he tries to get
the message across by telling his
partner what not to do.
Consider this deal where South
gets to four spades and West leads
the ten of clubs. If you look at all
four hands, it's easy to see that the
defenders can take four tricks before
declarer can take 10. But this is more
easily said than done. When West

•••

sooner or later gains the lead with his
ace of trumps. he will have to shin lc
a heart or else South will make the
contract
Valeria natety, East does not base
a high heart that he can afford to discard as trumps are being drawn to
show that he wants the suit led by
partner Nevertheless, if Last-West
cooperate perfectly, they can find the
winning defense
When the deal occurred, declarer
tried to muddy the waters for the
defenders by putting up dummy's
ace of clubs at trick one ton which
last played the three, a discouraging
signal). South then led dummy's king
of spades, hoping to lose the trick at
once to the ace.
But West wanted to see his part
ner's discard on the nest trump lead.
so he held up the we. On the nevi
spade lead. Fast discarded the dia
mond deuce, another negative signal
East's two discouraging signals
in the minor suits got the message
across to West loud and clear Fast
did not appear to have the king ot
clubs, nor was he interested in a diamond lead. Only one hope remained
- hearts.
Accordingly'. West took the spade
ace at trick three and shifted to the
eight of hearts, and last quickly col
lected three heart tricks to put the
contract down one

Tomorrow: Sylvia.
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1 Worm catcher
5 Motel furnishings
9 Ka-powl
12 Montreal athlete
13 Yield
14 Sprint rival
15 Freshman,
usually
16 Less rosy
18 Bliss
20 Sundial numeral
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Due to the New Years holiday
some of our classified
deadlines have changed:

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

sti-

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC..

BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,
SUCCESSOR IN INTEREST TO AREA BANK,

Friday December 29th is Thursday
December 28th at 10:00 AM

CASE NO 06-CI-00432

CASE NO 06-CI-00335

ted

PLAINTIFF

dba America's Wholesale Lander.

Saturday December 30th is Thursday
December 28th at 11:00 AM

PLAINTIFF'

VS , NOTICE OF SALE
VS . NOTICE OF SALE

ns
I)

Tuesday January 2nd is Friday
December 29th at 11:00 AM

•

RODNEY DUXES, ANNIE DUKES

RICHARD TODD VANSICKLE,

THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK

UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF RICHARD TODD VANSICKLE.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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MELINDA A. VANSICKLE,

AS INDENTURE TRUSTEE. CIO

UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF MELINDA A. VANSICKLE.

RESIDENTIAL FUNDING CORPORATION,

DEFENDANTS

Smart Saver for January 3rd is
Thursday December 27th at 12:00PM

HOMEA?4ERICAN CREDIT. INC.,
S.
w-

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.
CALLOWAY COUNTY. KENTUCKY. and
CITY OF MURRAY.

an
is
to

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of• Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered March 14, 2006, and
ubeequent Orders of the Calloway Circuit Court in the above cause, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County. Kentucky. to the highest bidder. at public auction on Friday, January 12.
2007, at the hour of 10-00 am . local time, or thereabout, the folloenng described
property with its address being 1418 Oak Hill Dnve. Murray, KY. situated in
Calloway County. Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot 125 of Phase IV of Campbell Estates., a part of Ingleside Subdivision. Unit I.
as shown by Amended Plat recorded in Plat Book 13. Page 43 The Plat for
Ingkende Subdivision, Unit I is recorded in Plat Book 5. Page 84 The plats being
of record in the office tithe Clerk of Calloway County Court
The property is said imbed to the restrictions set forth on the plat hereof of
record in Plat Book 13, Paw 43,in the Clerk'. office of the Calloway County
Court
Being the same property conveyed by deed from Ingleinde Development
Corporation, by and through its authorized agent, Marshall Gordon, dated
November 19, 1996, of record in Book 302, Page 388. in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold for cash or on credit of 30 days If sold
on credit, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner ten
percent of the purchase price with the balance to be paid by cash or certified
funds within forty-five (451 days The purchaser of the property shall give bond
for the balance of the sale price with good surety approved by the Master
Commissioner making the sale price and bond payable to himself and bearing
123' interest from the date thereon until paid. and to have the force and effect of
a Judgment. but a lien shall he retained on the real property to further secure
the payment of the purchase price All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

By vtrtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 28, 2006. by the
Calloway Circuit Court in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, January 12, 2007, at the hour of 10-00
am , local time, or thereabout, the following described property situated in
Calloway County. Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit
TRACT I A part of the Northwest Quarter +erroneously described in prior con,
veyanom as the Northeast Quarter of Section 7, Tbernalup 1. Range 5 East
Beginning at a point in the West right of way of the Neal Road, said point being
326 feet south of the southeast corner of the Steve Robertson lot of land and said
point being the northeast corner of the Freeman J Willoughby farm located on
the west side of the Neal Road. thence, in a westerly direction for • distance of
143 feet to• point, thence in a southerly direction for a distance 4132 feet to a
punt, thence in an *Welly direction for 149 feet to• point in the west right of
way of Neal Road, thence, in a northerly direction and along the west right of
way of the Neal Road for a distance of 132 feet to the leant of beginning
TRACT 11 Beginning on the west right of way of the Garland Neal blacktopped
road and at the southeast corner of• lot heretofore deeded by Freeman J
Willoughby, et
Glenmore Kline, et um (See Book 151. Cabinet 1, Dresser 3,
Card 262 thence from said beginning point west with grant eea south line 149
feet to a stake, thence south parallel with the blacktopped road 123 feet to •
stake thence east 149 feet to • stake in the west right of way of the blacktopped
ruad, thence north 12.3 feet with the west right of way of the blacktopped road to
the point of beginning
Conveys•lot 149 feet east and west and 123 feet north and south and immediately south of and *tweet to grantees' present lot

The aforementioned tracts shall be sold together as one and undivided, and further, shall be sold for cash or oci credit of 30 days. If mold on credit. the purchaser
shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner one-third of the purchase
once in cash together with bonds (for the remainder of the purchase price l in two
equal installments with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at the rate of
123' interest from the day of sale until patd, and payable within thirty days A
lien shall be retained on the real property to further secure the payment of the
purchase price Al] delinquent taxes if any. shall be ascertained and paid by the
Commissioner
DATED this 13th day of December. 2007
MAX W PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO. 06-C1-00371

Monday January 1.
If you have any questions,
•
please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916
Murray Ledger 8. Time
•

NOTICE
The City of Murray has the following Job opportumiN
POSITION.

ACCOUNTANT

Overview of Duties

Prepare monthly journal entries and financial
statements Reconcile bank statements and
balance e.het accounts Prepare sales and utillis
tax returns Oversee payroll operations and
prepare tax returns

LENDMARK FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC.

Educational
Requirement

Must have obtained Bachelors ()agree in
Accounting

Department

Finance

POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMOAriMENT
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance,
insur
once, state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick, vocation and personal
days.
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above hated position'
are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N 5th
Street. Mumiy. Kentucky. 42071. If you have questions concerning this
position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ext 143
Applications can be obtained on-line at zormallicraykLgoy and then
mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO. 06-CI-00407

S BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,

A paper will NOT be printed on

Being the same real estate conveyed to Rodney Dukes. et ux., by deed dated
August 26. 1999. in Book 326, Page 263. in the office of the Clerk of the Canoes,
County Court

DATED this 12th day of December. 2007
MAX W PARKER

Wednesday January 3rd will be Friday
December 29th at 5:00PM
•

Deadline for accepting applications - 500 p.m Friday, January 5, '2'007
Drug screening will be required of successful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer
PIAINTIFF

as Trustee for the Structured Asset
Investment Loan Trust 2006-2,
VS.. NOTICE OF SALE
FRANK WALKER, ark.'a FRANK E. WALKER,
CINDY WALKER. a/k/a CINDY G WALKER.
WILLIAM MASON,

VS., NOTICE OF SALE

PLAINTIFF

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 28, 2006, by the
Calloway Circuit Court in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for isle at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, January 12. 2007, at the hour of 10.00
a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property situated in
Calloway County. Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit
Beginning at the south edge of a tract of land described in Deed Book 101. Page
274. in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court. and at the west
edge of Kentucky Highway 121. thence in a northerly direction arid along the
west edge of said Highway 306 feet, more or legato a tract of land conveyed to
this Grantee IGrantor in this deed , and her husband. James Robert Farris, by
deed dated April 28, 1972, and of record on Microfilm in Book 151, Card AS, in
the office of the Clerk aforesaid, thence in a westerly direction 225 feet. more or
less, to a tract of land conveyed to this GrenteeiGrantor in this deed I and her
husband. James Robert Ferns, by deed dated .July 20. 1977, which Is of record
on Microfilm in Book 157, Card 1456. in the office aforesaid, thence in a southerly direction 306 feet. more or lees, to the mouth edge of the property mentioned in
Deed Book 101 above, thence in an easterly direction 225 feet, more or lese, to
the point of beginning
Being the POMP property conveyed to Frank Walker and Cindy Walker, husband
and wife, from Ladean Mason, by deed dated January 5, 2006, of record in Book
627, Page 177, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned tracts shall be sold for earth or on credit of 30 dart If oold
on credit, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner onethird of the purchase price in cash together with bonds for the remainder of the
purchase pricel in two equal installments with good and sufficient surety, bearing interest at the rate of 123' interest from the dly of sale until paid. and
payable within thirty days A lien shall be retained on the real property to further *cure the payment of the purchase price All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

BILLIE L WILSON, CHARLES H WILSON,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, DEPARTMENT
OF THE TREASURY, INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE,APPLIED CARD BANK,COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY,COUNTY or CALLOWAY, BY AND
ON BEHALF OF SECRETARY OF REVENUE,
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,

Lot No 19 on Block "D" of Unit 4 in Plainview Acres Subdivision to the Down of
Murray, Kentucky. as shown by Plat of Record in Plat Book 2, Page 14 us the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court

THE Murray Ledger &
Ttmes considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using thus
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and compa.
roes mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Tomos, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

Being the same property conveyed to Billie L Wilson, by deed dated March 22
1996. of record in Deed Book 225, Page 145, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

ARBOR
Place
o
Clinton is seeking an
LPN tor our MondayFriday 3-11 and 11-7
shifts The 2 available
positions offer corncoblive
wages
health
insurance. 401k. Allac,
and sign-on bonus
Interested
persons
may apply in person at
Arbor Place of Clinton.
106
Padgett
Dr.,
Clinton. KY 42C31 or
contact Cheryl Gilbert
Director of Nursirg. for
details. 270-653-5.558
EOE

11 it 11 110111 .1 1 113i

CHILD pare °sneer is
now accepting applications for child cars
providers to guide &ofdren birth through 1 2
years Apply at 104
South
15M
Street
Murray

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered November 28, 2006. by the
Calloway Circuit Court in the above cause. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the high
est bidder, at public auction on Pnday. January 13. 2007, at the hour of 10.00
a m . local time, or thereabout, the following described property situated in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1503 Belmont Drive. Murray,
Kentucky. and more particularly described as follows to wit

The aforementioned property shall he sold as• whole to the highest bidder on
the terms of 103' of the purchase price to be paid at the time of the sale with the
balance to be paid within sixty '60, days and any purchaser shall he required I.,
execute a bond, with surety thereen, to be approved by the Master Comminnioner
to secure the unpaid portion of the purchase price, with the bond to bear interest
at the rate of twelve percent 1123'i per annum from the dam of male until paid
and shall have the same force and effect as • Judgment and shall remain and be
n hen on the real property until fully paid All delinquent taxes, if any. shall be
ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
DATED this 13th day of December, 2007
MAX W PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
I'ALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

I

050
Lae and Found
Lost Small black male
Pomeranian, 3-1 Pabs
East Hazel area
12/25/06. needs
medication Reward,
no Questoons asked
227-1879 492-8017

Classifieds Office Open

MAX W PARKER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Check us out on the Web.

AD FOR ONL
$75.00 PER
MON114
GALL 7534916

Plam .5rin
Mon • Fri
111 1"l.iir tnt,, .1%1 till

753-1916

GIESON Trunk Lines
has S new pan Syne
0TH drIvisr positions
available Wel have 3
veer verfftette 0TH
ingierienos, clean *iv.%) record and pass
DOT drug screen Call
770-i87 -019l lot so*
calion

GIBSON Truck Ultee_
has one adrienistrallve
assistenl million available. WM ooneder lull
or purl time. Applicant
must have above average computer, bookkeeping, arid record
keeping experience
Pay based on quininetrona. benefits rotatable
Call 270-7670191 for application
GREEN Acres is cur
rend,
/ hiring for IN Id
lowong
positrons
RN/LPN 10P4A M-F
Full-arne, CNA 10P4A
full-erne Anyone 'neer
sated in becoming part
01 Our 111111111 Tay apply
rn person at Green
Ades Health Cans 402
W
Ferlten9
St
lAaytisid. KY 42066

Map OM.
DATED this 13th day of December. 2007

Foster Parents
Needed $35(day to
help a child in need
with expellent foster
parent support, 24
hour cnsis entervenbon
and moldy in home
suPPOrl Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
220-898-1293.

FULL OR PART Male
housekeeping liturfor
Plaza How Agiply
Penton oho S00

Smola* Help MOO
so terelneiel sows 5
nights per week $6 00
pot hour
Tuesday
ihrougti
Saturday
Wight wadi Call 1-110b
3116-241110 Asa Diens

CLASSIFIEDS

4B •‘Nednesday, December 27, 2006

Murray Ledger & Times

Clewed
A&F Warehousing
Near IASU $20-50
753-7868

151 Orlon Court
FSBO, 38R, 2BA. 2400

With 5 5 acres lust off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central ft/ac,
sunroom,
Beautiful
deck, basement
Won't last! $199,000
J&L RENTALS See listing AWN3005
MINI-STORAGE at WWW.ONTIOIS.COT
It Call for appointment
Now renting
Located at 20 S 4th St. 761-HOME
ADORABLE 2bed/1ba
270-436-54%
on large wooded lot at
270-293-6906
196 Browns Grove Rd.
in Lynn Grove. New
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has central MAC. City
water. All appliances
units available 753including w/d. Large
2905 or 753-7536
laundry room, storage
building. Priced in
PREMIER
5706.(270)293-2664
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

G8C
L
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Get (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Al-F

Due to an increased census at Spring Creek Health
Carr, MCCH has several immediate openings fisir
Certified Nursing Assistants.
Resumes can be electronically sent to
Ilfoley(46murrayhospital.org or can be
• Enhanced 2007 Health Care Insurance
• Linsereil Health Care Premiums
•Coinpento e Salaries
• Extended Education
• nexible Scheduling
•Educational Tuition Reimbursement

TANGLEWOOD
APARTMENTS
1750 Lewes Drive, Murray. KY 4207 1

NURSE FOR PHYSICIAN'S OFFICE
Jackson Purchase Medical Offices has an immediate full time position
available for an RN/LPN with experience working in a physician
office. Must have experience with phlebotomy, injections and infusion
management. Must be able to type, have basic computer skills and be
willing to become proficient with Electronic medical records.

RADIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST
Physician office seeking a certified radiology technologist with interest working in a clinic setting either full or part time to perform bone
density testing. If interested in full time employment, must be willing
to perform as a medical assistant and aid in obtaining vital signs,
obtaining patient information, answering phones and other patient care
duties as needed. Experience with a DXA is a plus.

MEDICAL OFFICE BILLER/CODER

Human Resources
Murray-Ca' noway County Hospital
803 Popkar Street
Murray, KY 42071
(270)762-1902

NOW AVAILABLE:
Two Bedroom: $434
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer, Range, Dishwasher &
Refrigerator • All Electric • Central Heat/Air
• Carpet/Ceramic Tile • Patio/Deck
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044
Or 270-804-0850
TTY# 800-648-6056
Some restrictions apply

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguld

Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Jackson Purchase Medical Offices has an immediate full time position
available for a biller/coder; CPC certification is preferred.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Qualified applicants may submit a resume to:

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

e

Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443.
EEO M/FN/D

IMMEDIATE OPENING
in Murray for
SALESPERSON/CUSTOMER
SERVICE
Preferred Skills:
• Bachelor's degree or 2-4 years
product sales/marketing
• Advanced computer skills,
e-commerce
•General office duties
• Customer service/order entry
Potential application should be motivated, energetic and have good organizational skills. Start a new career today
with competitive wages and benefits.

Send resume to:
209 Radio Rd.
Almo, KY 42020
Email: sales@jaeeagle.com
RELIEF Cook, work as
needed, good job for a
person who would like
to wort( a few days a
month for extra
income. Good working
conditions, pleasant
atmosphere. Apply in
person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Drive Murray, KY
42071 EOE

120

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3555
140
Wait to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING US Silver
Coins. Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency.
(270)293-6999

SEEKING full or part
time job, odd jobs, light
Ming. 762-0029
WILL manage rental
properly. Have maintenance service 7 years
expenence
270-227-0375

Dam*& Medan
CLEANING houses is
Call
thy business
Linda H 759-9553
D's cleaning services.
753-3802
WILL assist with elderty
in home or facility
Companionship. light
housecleaning, cook ing,
errands.
etc
Reliable canng. exp'd
Call Nancy
(270)382-2424
WILL sit with elderly
with references
270-527-1469

CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

150
Areetes
For Side
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books.
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350.
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 chanonly
nels
for
$19.99/mo. Get your
of
HBO.
choice
Cinemax, Starz. or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza, Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP. &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith, & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901
SERVICE pole. $250.
Truck topper, $100. Old
Yazoo mower, good
engine, $400. Riding
mower, $250.
978-1213
STORAGE building.
Paid $3,000 in 2005,
sale now $1,075 in
excellent condition.
Entertainment center,
TV, queen bed, everything expensive, sale
now cheap.
270-762-0761

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
150
Articles
For Ws
92 Cougar. V-8. tech,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 000
Washer 753-4109
BOVVFLEX Extreme
home gym, $1.200
090, like new. 7538439(731)336-2672
CINDERELLA
pror
dresses. 1 size 4 yei
low, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each 270-492-8614

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANC E,
.
WARD ELKINS
Or lb. '

(270) 753-1713

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

REDUCED!
EXCELLENT rental
properly or starter
home. 28R with
fenced in 1/2 acre
shaded lot. $10.700.
753-6012

LOVI
!HE GAIVII-

ill
Accepting tor consignment sale: good, clean
working sports/ gym
egL:
6
cce
6s
3
WNW

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866
Robb Hone Lots For Rent
per month. Newer
s only. 492-8488

***OWNER
Financing.No credit check. 3BR
2BA. Lot with barn.
$41,000 down. $595
month. 3632 Olive
Creek Rd, Benton, KY
Marshall
42025
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail.

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 BR apt, $300/mo.
Includes water, gas.
garbage & cable
753-2225

***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and 1
acre lot. 3BR 2BA,
12440 ST RT 94E.
towards lake Murray.
KY me and clean.
$4,000 down, $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1BR apartment. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221
2BR 1 bath in Benton.
Completely remodeled,
very nice, all appliances. $775 month
plus deposit, includes
all utilities. 705-2050.

***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check.
Mobile home and lot.
3BR 2BA. 133 Joseph
Street, Almo, KY
42020 nice and clean.
$4.000 down, $595
month. Calloway
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail

2BR apartments available. Great location. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
4BR 2BA, all appliances, central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

HOLIDAY
Special!!!
New 3 BR, 2 BA SW
fireplace, garden tub,
payments under $350
w.a.c. Call now!!!
731-584-4926
MUST
see!!!
3
Bedroom. 2 Bath (JouNewt:le with fireplace.
deluxe
appliances.
walk in closets!!! Only
$49.995!!!
731-584-9429

CLOSE TO MSU! Very
nice 2br, includes
water all appliances,
lovely covered picnic
area. $525/mo
762-0991 559-1164

. We buy and sell good used furniture
Open Men-Fri. 9-5 Sat. 9-2
Now accepting Mastercard & Visa
ip

• 704501

LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
28R $340.00
3BR $425.00
5100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.

Houses For Rya
2BR 1BA with attached
garage. New kitchen.
new both. $425 per
month. No pets. 711
Payne St. 270-2933710 or 270-293-4602
2BR house, lease &
deposit required.
270-753-4109
2BR lake front property
with deep water dock.
$700 month. 759-9046,
436-5258
28R, 1BA, stove,
fndge. Hwy.
280/Scaggs. Rd.
270-753-0259
28R, stove refrigerator,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up.
C/1-1/A. $550 month. 1
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets.
753-2259 or 527-8174
3 BR, 2 Bath, fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood on town. Stove,
refrigerator, washer.
dryer, new paint & car
pet, 5 minutes to
University. lease, refer
ences. deposit, $675
rno 293-1238

Utley 'ithicies
&hippies
DOG Obedience
436-2858

*All Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

'01 Tahoe LT, very
nice, must see Call
(270)978-3023

R021E461.

Used Cars

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
s subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended. which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin,
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will
not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law.
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis."

I Buy: running/fixable
cars, trucks, vans,
SUVs, ATVs, RVs.
farm/construction
equipment, campers,
big riding mowers,
tillers, utility trailers.
Cash paid.
270-970-1010
ESTATE Sale
2000 Buick La Sabre
LTD, fully loaded 98k.
$6,000 OBO, perfect
new tires, brakes, etc
489-2550

Haley Professional
Appraising
'tor what it's worth"
(270)759-4218

%% F. lit

1101 SES
Locali

%113
lerins
('ash
tall 761-110\1f.
146631

Lots For UR

5 acre lot for sale 1..
mile west from the
Murray Country
Club,402.03 ft. of

road frontage.

270-293-0371

2 story house, con
structed in 2003,3 bed
rooms, 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Call 435-4748.

[gm-.

1 to 300 acres Was
Calloway.
Owne
financing. 489-2116
leave message.
35 Acres iv/ 1/2 mile of
rd front, on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8.7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake.
Call 753-1323 ext. 120
for details.

50 Acres
Lynn Greve
185 ft. road frontage
dn gs
395 Lawrence Rd.

753-9132
753-6611

[ NEON BEJAV
MINI-STORAGE

REPOS!! Singlewide
Pricedoublewides
rt
slashed to move by ,
end of the year Call
nown 731-584-9109

Aik.'rry
front..
RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on
income. Mobility
impairment accessible.
Phone: 492-8721. Mon
& Thurs 10-12am.
TDD No. 1-800-6486056. Equal Housing
Opportunity.

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

220

UPRIGHT piano with
piano bench. $250
753-9267

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances, C/H/A,
water, sewer, and
trash pick-up furnished. 1 small indoor
pet allowed. $675 mo
435-4273 or 293-7404

OFFICE or retail space
available. 700 to 1,400
sq.ft. 400 N 4th St.
Call Shroat Developer
753-3018
OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905, 2931480

REMODELED
38R
2BA
manufactured
home, large deck,
porch, 2-car garage,
outbuildings, creeks.
36.5 acres, produces
income. Very secluded.
10
minutes
from
Murray
Southeast
area. 270-492-6364 or
270-226-9382

'04 black Grand Pnx.
Loaded, tinted windows, new chrome
wheels, 55,000 miles.
$12,500 080. 2278969
1994 Honda Accord. 4cylinder, great gas
mileage, premium
sound. leather, sunroof, excellent condition. $2,990. 759-1525
293-6692 (cell) 7530132 (work)
1991 Pontiac Firebird,
350-engine, new tires,
new trans, $2,500/firm,
141,000 actual miles
489-2095 ask for
Richard
1978 Lincoln Town Car.
Great condition, runs
great, 68,000 miles,
new tires. $1,900 firm.
227-1690

A to B Moving Local
and long distance
moves. Call Bnan at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured 4373044

7agiiiringener
Licemed & lamared
altediseliN
•Camesivid
Call We Adam
(270493402
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEBBER Flooring
Carpet, Vinyl.
Hardwood, Laminate
293-9340
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs,
additions,
roofing,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, siding
-FREE ESTIMATES
Call (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
icrobertson0wk .net
DIXON COMPUTER
CONNECTIN
I
How."' bilsincs.
%MI per Ilium

270-227-1087
tAperieure
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

Doan Electrical
Services
t
767-0433

ti
350-095.1

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump gnnding, firewood Insured. 4892839.

Homebuilders
& het leases, Wisps
,sl$PsiIius,hái,lidi,g
Pmssit leak,I lees

500
Used!leeks
2004 Dodge 1500 4x4,
quad cab, loaded,
white, 10,000 miles,
hemi, super clean
$19,900. 759-9365
2001 Chevy Silvered°
1500. 61K, manual,
cruise, tint, CD, bedlinet% gray, alloys. V6, tow.
$10,500 OBO. 270293-0601

MITCHELL
ROOF - TECH
• Comm. Res.
• Winter Repairs
• Free Estimates
• Licensed Insured

270-217-8987

WE SERVICE
1989 200HP Mercury
Outboard, good condition, but needs new
starter, $1,500 OBO
2004 Magic Tit 19ft
float on trailer, great
condition, $800 080.
270-293-8629

t&M
LAWN SERVICE
Leaf mulching &
removal, shrub
& tree trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611

All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On •

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Room
Braces & Fluor Joists
Rernodefing & Plurnbing
Dowd Gahrnote, Owner
Wit Do Insurance Work
iilaa I MasterCard Amuses

731-247-5422
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

293-4954, Affordable
Home Repair. Sagging
floors to leaking roofs.
We do it all. Call Greg
Collins.
FSBO
4 BR. 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
funk & tree work

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional T1811
Service. Con1011111 tree
removal, etc Insured

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
mg Of III employees
ateept any reep011111011Ny whatsoever for desk
activities
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Ladies try luck in tournaments
MHS,CCHS ROLL OUT OWN TOURNAMENTS THURSDAY
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Second helpings are a common
theme around the dinner table dunng
the holidays.
Local fans can expect the same kind
of spoonfuls of basketball servings, as

the two local high school girls' basketball trams up-oft their holiday tournaments on Thursday
Murray High Lady Tigers
It's a new name, but it's the same
game at Murray High School this
week

Lam

111

too

What was once known as the
Murray Mold & Die Tourniunent was
changed to the Belcha 01.1 Tournament
last season. Now this season. the
Cracker Barrel Holiday Tournament
expects to go oh without any hitches
starting tomorrow .st Murray High

(i
i
c l

BOWLING

'Roses' are 'Music'
Motown to Masthay's ears
AP

Central Michigan intehm coach Jeff
Quinn kisses the championship trophy after Central Michigan beat
Middle Tennessee State 31-14 in the
Motor City Bowl Tuesday.

Hit
CMU CELEBRATES
ITS FIRST BOWL WIN
DETROIT(AP)— Central Michigan
and Middle Tennessee State both came
away from the Motor City Bowl convinced their programs will benefit from
the experience.
Only one coach knows for sure that
he'll be around to find out if that's true.
Led by interim coach Jeff Quinn, the
Chippewas scored on their first two
drives and added another score on
defense early in the second half to beat
the Blue Raiders 31-14 in the Motor
City Bowl on Tuesday night.
Quinn said the momentum generated
by Central Michigan's first 10-win season since 1979 will help recruiting and
will give a boost to returning players,
who got a taste of success.
He acknowledged loving the expenence of being a head coach just three
weeks after Brian Kelly was wooed
away by the Cincinnati Bearcats, but
wasn't interested in lobbying for the job
after leading the Chippewas to their first
Division I-A bowl victory.
-Certainly, they made a statement
and it's great to know they followed my
lead," he said. "But it's really about
them. They didn't win this game for Jeff
Quinn."
Middle Tennessee State (7-6) played
in a Division I-A bowl for the first time
in its eighth season at college football's
highest level.
"What Middle Tennessee did today,
you can't put a price tag on it," first-year
coach Rick Stockstill said. "It will help
us short-term and long-term, and I'll forever be indebted to these guys."
Running back Eugene Gross, who
scored in the second quarter to pull the
Blue Raiders within a TD, said the program will be able to build on the breakthrough season.
"We made a big step to get the experience of a bowl game,- he said. "It's the
beginning of something special."
Central Michigan (10-4) was effective enough at the start of each half to
make sure its season ended on a winning
note after losing its previous two bowl
appearances — the 1994 Las Vegas and
1990 California Raisin Bowls.
Ontario Sneed scored twice early and
Doug Kress returned an interception for
a TD on the first possession of the third
quarter.
"You don't always win games in the
fourth quarter," Quinn said. "You can
win in the first quarter."
Central Michigan quarterback Dan
LeFevour, who had a TIT) pass and ran
for a score, was the MVP. Defensive end
Dan Bazuin won the lineman of the
game award after making eight tackles,
including two sacks, deflecting a pass
and helping set up the defensive score
with pressure.
Kress' 56-yard return put the MidAmerican Conference champions ahead
by three TDs early in the third.
"That hurt," Middle Tennessee State
quarterback Clint Marks said.
The Blue Raiders held Central
Michigan to minus-6 yards on its first
two drives in the second half. then
DeMarco McNair's 6-yard run made it
28-14 early in the fourth quarter.
Central Michigan botched a field
goal attempt on the ensuing possession,
giving the Sun Belt Conference cochampions hope until McNair was
stuffed at the line on a fourth-and-1 from
their 29 with 5 1/2 minutes left.

UK ATHLETICS

University of Kentucky sophomore and former Murray High standout Tim Masthay will play in Fnday's Music
City Bowl in Nashville, Tenn., then go to California, where he will watch fnend and former Tiger teammate Cory
Zirbel in the Rose Bowl when Michigan plays the University of Southern Califormia.

MASTHAY WILL PLAY IN MUSIC CITY BOWL, THEN BOARD FLIGHT
TO ROSE BOWL TO SEE FRIEND AND FORMER TEAMMATE ZIRBEL
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Wnter
Cory Zirbel has plans for New
Year's Day: Win a bowl game.
So does Tim Masthay. He has plans
to watch his best fnend "try" to win a
bowl game.
Masthay and Zirbel were two of
the best prep players in the state of
Kentucky just two years ago, when
they were standouts at Murray High
School. Now, they play at a different
level — a punter for the University of
Kentucky and a tackle at Michigan.
respectively.
Best friends since the third grade,
Zirbel gave Masthay a small token of
appreciation with a ticket to Los
Angeles to set his Wolvennes play the
University of Southern California in
the Rose Bowl.
Of course, Masthay has his own
bowl game to worry about.
On Friday. Masthay and UK will
play Clemson in the Music City Bowl
at LP Field in Nashville, Tenn.
Following the conclusion of that
game. Masthay will board a flight

back to Lexington, where he will get
up Saturday morning and fly out to
San Diego, where he will stay with
Some
relatives
prior to the USCMichigan game.
''Zirbel asked
me explicitly if I
wanted to go,"
Masthay recalled.
"What do you
think I said? Heck.
yes."
Having Masthay
in the stands will
be a rare treat.
"We don't get to
watch each other a
whole lot," Zirbel
said recently when
he was in town for
the Christmas holiday. "I think I've
seen two of his
games this year. I
think he might
have saw two or three of mine.
"We play at the same time, you

Its head coach Rochelle Turner's
eighth year to wekoase teams to
Murray for a three-day holiday tournament This year's field includes four
First Region IC•filN
Hickman
II See TOURNEYS, 2C

Ochoa wins
award in a
landslide
LPGA GOLFER NAMED
AP FEMALE
ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
Lorena Ochoa learned at an early age
to aim high and not be afraid to fail.
She was 12 when she trained six
months to climb the snow-covered top
of Pico de Onzatsa. Mexico's tallest
mountain at 18,405 feet. When she was
5, Ochoa fell some 15 feet from a tree
and broke both wrists, leaving her in a
cast from her shoulders to her fingers.
"'They said the doctor gave me magical wrists, some magic in my hand."
Ochoa said.
Those hands delivered sheer magic
on the golf course in 2006 when the 24year-old Mexican overcame past failures to win six times and end Aruuka
Sorenstam's five-year reign as the best
player on the LPGA Tour
Ochoa swept all the major honors on
the LPGA and picked up another award
at the end of the season with a landslide
victory as the AP Female Athlete of the
Year.
"That was my goal in January, just to
be the best player on the tour," she said
recently. "I always knew I could do it I
think I've bemakiaiging my level of golf.
and also mike initure now in1tide the
golf course and outside. ttx). I; helps."
She received 220 points in voting
from sports editors around the country,
double the point total of French tennis
player Arnelie Mauresmo. who captured
Wimbledon and the Australian Open.
Tiger Woods was voted AP M ale
Athlete of the Year. the first time
1993 that the male and female athletes
came from the same sport i Michael
Jordan-Sheryl Swoopes in basketball)
And it was the first time since Ha'
,
Zahanas and Byron Nelson in 1945 tha.
golfers swept the AP athlete awards.
Mana Sharapova, who won the U.S.
Open in tennis, and Lisa Leslie, who
won her third MVP award in the
WNBA. tied for third with Ei0 points
Rounding out the top five were French
Open champion Justin Henin-Hardenne
and Hannah Teter, a snowboarding gold
medalist at the Tunn Olympics.
Ochoa has a passion for outdoor
adventures, such as mountain climbing.
and she bnngs a fearless attitude to golf_
She has emerged as one of the most
dynamic players, going after the flag
every chance she gets.
"A ILK of people get in that tone and
they start freaking, but she just keeps
plugging away, and I don't know if you
can teach that,- Juli Inkster said. -She
doesn't really worry about anybody
else. She just tries to go as low as she
can. Thai's a great mentality to have."
It was the fourth straight year a
golfer has won AP Female Athlete.
Sorenstam won the award the previous
three years.

MUSIC CITY BOWL

(
41°

Nadu*/ vs. Classes
When: Fnclay
Where: LP Feld Nashville 14111f1
Time: Noon
TV: ESPN
Records: Kentucky (7-5). Clemson (8-41

know, so it makes it hard. But we've
talked about this for a long time — me
wanting to sec him play and him
wanting to see me play."
When the Tigers' season ended in a
33-23 loss to Hancock County in the
second round of the 2004 Class A
state playoffs, Zirbel's and Masthay's
relationship didn't.
And the 350 miles between
Lexington and Ann Arbor haven't hindered their fnendship either.
Tlie two still talk two or three sometimes even four -- days a week
dunng football season via cell phone
They discuss everything from prattices to game day.
"We just talk about how they per
pare for a team, as opposed to how we
•See BOWLS,2C

\
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AP FILE

Lorena Ochoa. of Mexico. watches
her dnve on the fifth hole in the first
round of the Samsung Challenge at
Bighorn Golf Club in Palm Desert.
Calif in this October photo Ochoa
learned at an early age to aim high
and not be afraid to fail She
encountered little failure this season She swept all the LPGA's MittOf
honors and closed 2006 with a landslide victory as the AP Female
Athlete of the Year
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CARDINAL
BASKETBALL
Sponsored By:

Cardinals
prepare for
three games
in four days
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Louisville Cardinals will
still be without freshman
Derrick
Caracter
for
Wednesday's game against
Northeastern.
But coach Rick Pitino said
Tuesday he expects two of his
other freshmen to be back in the
lineup. Guards Edgar Sosa and
Jerry Smith will make their second consecutive start together
for the Cardinals against the
Huskies. Smith had his first collegiate double-double in a win
over Miami Saturday, with 22
points and 12 rebounds. It was
also Smith's second 20-plus
night of the season. In the
Cardinals' first game this season, he had 24 points, setting a
school record for a freshman
debut.
Sosa, Smith's roommate, has
started all but one game for
Louisville. Sosa does most of
the ball handling for the
Cardinals and is third on the
team in scoring and second in
assists.
"He's got his weaknesses, but
he's very easy to coach," Pitino
said. "There are times you want
to hug him, there are times you
want to kill him, but he's very
accountable for everything he
does. He admits all his mistakes."
Sosa and Smith have been
two of the Cardinals' most effective shooters from 3-point range,
making 46 percent of their longrange attempts. Without their
numbers, the rest of the team is
shooting 29 percent from behind
the arc.
Getting the chance to play
together is something Sosa and
Smith have looked forward to
for a long time.
"We always talk about playing side-by-side," Sosa said.
"We do everything together. To
be sharing starting spots at the
backcourt is something we've
been dreaming about, both of us.
So when coach gave us that
opportunity to start against
Miami, I just think we came out
very excited and ready to play."
Last season, Pitino talked
about his younger players not
taking losses hard enough.
"These guys are very passionate about winning.- Pitino
said. "They don't like to lose in
a shooting drill against each
other. They're very competitive."
The Cardinals have three
more home games before they
begin competition in the Big
East. After Northeastern they'll
play San Francisco on Thursday
and UNC-Asheville Saturday.

The Insurance
Center of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH •LO
"Your more than one company agency*
901 Sycamore
2006-07 Bowl Glance
By The Associated Press
Wednesday, Dec 27
Emerald Bowl
At San Francisco
Payout: 8750,000
Florida State 16-6) vs UCLA 17-5). 7
pm (ESPN)
-Thursday. Dec. 28
Independence Bowl
At Shreveport, US.
Payout: S1.1 million
Oklahoma state (6-61 vs Alabama (54).
4 30 p m )ESPN)
Holiday Bowl
At San Diego
Payout: $2.2 million
Caiilorne 19 3, vs Tesas A&M (9-3). 8
pm iESPN)
Texas Bowl
At Houston
Payout: 8750,000
Rutgers (10-21 vs Kansas State (7-5), 8
pm iNFL)

provided
Members of the Murray High School basketball team pose with the consolation championship trophy the Tigers won Saturday in a 63-41 victory of Louisville Beth Haven at
Murray High.
Photo

•Tourneys
From Page 1C
County, Reidland, Carlisle
County and the Lady Tigers —
as well as Louisville Doss,
Bardstown, University Heights
Academy and Providence.
Hickman County and Doss
will get tournament play started
at 3 p.m., followed by Reidland
and Bardstown at 4:30. Carlisle
County and University Heights
will play at 6, while Murray and
Providence close out the first
day of action at 7:30.
Games will continue on
Friday, and championship
games will be played on
Saturday.
Turner said she continues to
spearhead a tournament to keep
team costs down and have
something for which her players
can be proud to put their name
on. Plus, it's a good time of the
year to stick close to home.
"I like being able to stay
home around Christmas," she
said. "I think that's important,
especially when you have a family, to be able to stay around and
get some things done.
"Believe it or not, there are
things besides basketball that go
on this time of the year, and
there are important reasons for
us to celebrate this time of the
year.Calloway County
Lady Lakers

We're Wishing You
A Happy New Year!
Whether you dine
in or take out,
nothing beats
the taste of a
Mr. Gatti's
pizza to take
the chill off a
frosty
New Year's Day.
Make us part of
your celebration.

Fast Delivery Carry Out
Dine-In Fresh Ingredients

Seeing is believing at
Calloway County, when the
Lady Lakers host their second
BB&T Holiday Hoops Classic.
Of the eight teams taking part
in the event at Jeffrey
Gymnasium, head coach Scott
Sivills has seen four of the programs up close and personally.
He has seen two of them in the
last week.
Northeast of Clarksville,
Tenn., and Christian County
were two of the teams that
joined Sivills and Calloway at
the Berea Tournament last week.
Calloway beat Northeast before
falling to the Lady Colonels in
the championship game.
"I‘vo others also are familiar.
Earlier this i;eason. Calloway
notched its first victory of the
Season over Lone Oak, and the
Lady Lakers played Muhlenberg
South in a summer camp at
Western Kentucky University.
"I'm impressed with the caliber of teams we'll have coming
in," Sivills said. "It'll be interesting to see how it all works
out. I think there's a lot more
balance this year, as opposed to
last year."
Each team will play two
games on Thursday, starting at
9:30 a.m., when Christian
County and Livingston Central
will take the court. Northeast
and Lone Oak will play at 11
a.m., followed by Muhlenberg
South and Copper Basin, Tenn.
Calloway and Bowling Green
will close out the first half of the
day at 2 p.m.
Following
the
break,
Livingston
Central
and
Northeast play at 5. Copper
Basin and Bowling Green will
tip-off at 6:30. Lone Oak and
Christian County play at 8, followed by Calloway and
Muttlenberg South in the nightcap at 9:30.
Having already acquired a 73 record and with a possible four
games in the next three days,

THURSDAY
3 p.m — Hickman Co vs (Lou) Doss
4:30 p.m. — Reclland vs 13ardslown
6 p.m. — Carlisle Co vs University
Heights Academy
7:30 p.m. — Murray vs Providence
FRIDAY
3 p.m. — Hickman Co Doss loser vs
Reidland/Bardstown loser
4:30 p.m. — Carlisle Co UHA loser vs
Murray/Providence loser
6 p.m. — Hickman Co Doss winner vs
Reidland/Bardstown winner
7:30 p.m. — Carlisle Co 'UHA winner vs
Murray/Providence winner
SATURDAY
11 a.m. — Consolation Championship
12:30 p.m.— 3rd-41h Place Game
2 p.m. — Championship Game

BeigT Lady Laker
Halklay Hoops Classic
THURSDAY
9:30 a.m. — Chnstian Co .-, Livingston
Central
11 a.m. — Northeast (Clarksville) Term
vs Lone Oak
12:30 p.m. — Muhlenberg South vs
Copper Basin Tenn
2 p.m.— Bowling Green vs Calloway
Co
Break
5 p.m. — Livingston Central vs
Northeast
6:30 p.m. — Copper Basin vs Bowling
Green
8 p.m. — Lone Oak vs Chnstian Co
9:30 p.m. — Calloway Co vs
Muhlenberg South
FRIDAY
4:30 p.m. — Muhlenberg South vs
Bowling Green
6 p.m. — Christian Co vs Northeast
7:30 p.m. — Lone Oak vs Livingston
Central
9 p.m. — Calloway vs Copper Basin
SATURDAY
4:30 p.m. — 7th-8th Place Game
6 p.m — 5th-6th Place Game
7:30 p.m. — 3rd-41h Place Game
9 p.m. — Championship Game

Sivills is looking to see how this
tournament "jump-starts" his
team into the new year.
"We'll have played almost
five games, if you count the
Henry County, Tenn., game after
the first of the year, before we
have to play Marshall," Sivills
said. "This should give us a very
good indication of just how
good we're going to be down the
stretch. It will allow us to move
players in and out."

HA
A HAP
Cu HEALTHY
CHRITIMAI AND
A WELL-ADJUITEJ
NEW-YEAR!.
FROM OUR FAMILY TO YOUR/...

Good thru
Dec. 29th, 30th
I
& Slat
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every punt for the Wildcats with
From Page 1C
average of 36.4 yards per
prepare," Zirbel said."He's real- an
punt
ly the only other guy I have that
He had a season-best 46-yard
I can relate with. He's going
against Auburn, includthrough a lot of the same things average
59-yard
boot that was his
ing
a
I'm going through. It's good to
be able to have him on that other longest of the season. He also
had five punts inside the 20 in
end."
Wildcats' win
over
Zirbel explained how he the
relates to his Wildcat counter- Mississippi State.
Meanwhile, Zirbel redshirted
part.
"Kentucky is kind of in the his freshman season — a move
rebuilding stages," he said. he's glad he made so he could
up the
his
way
"They're looking for ways to work
improve. We just talk about the Wolverines' depth chart. He is
diftrtnees
programs. frs cm:sandy second-string belnid
kind of interesting to see what right tackle Ruben Riley.
So far this season, Zirbel
we do differently than what
played in, eight games for the
Kentucky does."
When Rich Brooks took over Wolverines and has seen itcoon
a probation-riddled program in at offensive tackle in six con2003, UK finished 4-8 overall tests. He made his career debnt
and just 1-7 in the Southeastern on Sept. 2 against Vanderbilt.
Conference. In 2004. the playing right tackle in a reserve
Wildcats were 1-7 in the SEC role. He made the travel squad
and 2-9 overall. Last season, and played in his first road game
Masthay's freshman year, UK at Notre Dame on Sept. 16.
Zirbel's situation at Michigan
finished 3-8 and 2-6.
This season, Kentucky is 7-5 has been drastically different
— it's best season since 1998, than Masthay's in at least one
when the Cats (7-5) played in regard. Because of their stoned
the Outback Bowl under Hal program, the Wolverines have
Mumme. In 1977, Kentucky fin- been in the center of the media
spotlight since then-No. 2
ished 10-1.
Going into the season, there Michigan lost to top-ranked
was a cloud of scrutiny hanging Ohio State on Nov. 18. Some
over the Kentucky football pro- thought the two Big Ten teams
gram. The debate was whether deserved a re-match in the postBrooks was the right man for the season.
But like Masthay's, Zirbel's
job. He's recently been given a
contract extension, and, accord- goals at Michigan are nearly
ing to Masthay, there was no identical.
—They play in big games and
question this team would be betwin championships. I went there
ter undertis direction.
"You have to believe in your to win championships," Zirbel
leader. You have to think you're said. "We weren't able to go to
going to do well, or else what's the national championship
the point?" Masthay said. "It's (game) this year, but we're
been that way all year for us. We going to the Rose Bowl, which
go into every game knowing is the next best thing."
When asked what Masthay
that we can win now."
This season, Masthay has can do to repay Zirbel for the
played in all 11 games and is ticket, he quipped, "He's got to
averaging 39.6 yards per punt. get me tickets to his game, but
His longest punt of the season something better than the Music
was 60 yards, and he's had only City Bowl."
two punts blocked.
As a freshman, Masthay also
1.
(VP SPINCOUD
played in all 11 games, handling
Lindy Seiler rap
nW tarlicky aroma Agra
k IN%
sfir.
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804 CHESTNUT ST. • 753-6656

1703 St. Rt. 121 B

Monday. Jan. 1
Outback Bowl
Al Tampa. Fla.
Payout: 13 million
Penn State (8-4) VS Tennessee (9-3) 10
am (ESPN)
Cotton Bowl
At Dallas
Payout: 83 million
Auburn (10-2) vs Nebraska (9-4), 10 30
a m iEOKI
Capital One Bowl
At Orlando.
Payout: $4.25 million
Wisconsin (11-1) vs Arkansas 1 10-3)

is Bowls

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

.. BUY 1 GET 1 ..
.
FREE!
L

6:30p.m tNFLi
Champs Sports Bowl
At Orlando, As
Payout: $2.25 million
Maryland 4-4) vs Punka (6-5). 7 p.m
(ESPN)
-Saturday, Dec. 30
Meineke Bowl
At Charlotte, N.C.
Payout 5750,000
Navy (9-3) vs Boston College (9-31
Noon (ESPN)
Alaimo Bowl
At San Antonio
Payout: $2.225 melon
Iowa :6-6) vs Texas (9.3). 330 pm
IESPNI
Chick-hi-A Bowl
At Atlanta
Payout: 52.825 million
Virginia Tacit 110-21 vs. Georgia 18-4
pm (ESPN)
-Sunday. Dec. 31
MPC Computers Bowl
Al Boise, Idaho
Payout: $750,000
Nevada (8-4) vs Miens (6-6). 6.30 pin
IF

Cracker Barrel
Lady Tiger Classic

I NEW YEAR'S BLOWOUT! I

II

Friday, Dec. 29
Music City Bowl
At Nashville. Tenn.
Payout: $1.6 million
Clemson 8-41 vs Kentucky (7-5) Noon
,ESPN)
Sun Bowl
Al El Paso. Texas
Payout: $1.9 million
Missouri 8-41 vs Oregon State (9-4) 1
pm CBS
Liberty Bowl
Al Memphis, Tenn
Payout, Si 7 million
South Carona , 7-5 vs Houston (10-3).
,ESPN)
3 3C p
Insight Bowl
At Tempe. Ariz.
Payout. $1.2 million
Minnesota i6-6) vs Texas Tech (7-5),

753-8355

011W
1111‘w

er

N • Murray • 759-1116

1-800-363-4720

8011 Mein U.• 753-5442.

TV, radio
TODAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN — Emerald Bowl. Florida St vs.
UCLA. at San Francisco
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
8 p.m.
ESPN2
Bradley at N Iowa
PREP BASKETBALL
3 p.m.
VERSUS — Girts. T-Mobile
InYltatiOnal, first round, Winter Haven .
(Fla ) vs. Collins Hull Suwanee. Ga I•
at Seattle
4:30 p.m.
VERSUS — Boys, T-Mobtie
Invitational. first round. Solon (ONO)
vs LeFlore (Mobile, Ala). at Seattle
p.m.
VERSUS — Girls. T-Mobile
Irwleillorwil, feet round, ilasslush
Mash.) vs. Si Elizabeth (Wilmington
Del ). at Seattle
7:30 p.m.
VERSUS — Boys, T-Mobile,
Invtlational, first round. O'Dea (Seattle)
vs Frietax (Loa Angeles). at Seethe :

NI

ses
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NDAY,JAN. 15
Murray
Weaks Center
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

10
-1110 p.m.

()TUESDAY,JAN. 16
JAN.3
Murray
('enter for Health &
A-lot
Wellness
i0 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
1:0()p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
()THURSDAY,JAN. 11 ()FRIDAY.JAN. 19
Murray
Murray
Lowe's
Storey's Food Giant
8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
8:30
- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

10

30

3)

I)

Tuesday Jimmy 94 25. 4 30
CH laurel Room
Frye wrier write Arm neerong Omani(..tady Riwaskler
more i,
#rkNhw t TV-762-110

gpflIESDAY,JAN.23

Puryear
Sutma,

First

8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Hazel
C-Mart
I:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

3:30 MIL.
12:30 p.m.

geffOrke SOPPOPTVionday. January 13 - 6.10piet - (emeriti,'Heath A
*illness Classroom Contact Kim Royalty for asors
I? formation at 2."0-22"-38"0 or e-mail diniye4rviies4

(THURSDAY,JAN.25
Murray
Office Depot
8:30 a.m.. - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m

gRittfrCtirfeaSOPPORT
Iuesdas Jassuars 23- 6 30 pm - Cesuerfar Health A
tidiness Classroom (*contact Evelyn Walks tor Mar
information at 270-4X9-2462

R4

BREAST17171/hcSOPPOPT

citTUESDAY,JAN. 30
Paris
Wal-Mart
8:30 a.m. 11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.

MOTHER TO MOTHER
Saturday January 6. 13, 20. a :10:45 am - St.*MS Episcopal(hurt*
Contact Heather J.at 2'70-436-565'

C0,4113437/144477-ferNOS

The hospital's Health

Express will be offering blood pressure check'. puke and osteoporosi\ screenings
at its stops during the month of January.
There are three simple things you can do before the test:
-- For the sake of convenience and time, wear socks, anklets or knee-high stockings. Panty hose will have to
be removed.
-- Remove ankle bracelets and an other article ofjewelry from your feet ar.d ankles. They will interfere
with the test.
- If you have an open sore or cut on either foot, inform the operator before being tested.
Osteoporosis affects 23 million American women,75 percent of whom don't even know t
Owever. osteoporosis is preventable and treatable. Today, we arc better equipped to detect and
'est stages.
screenings are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are no
l'iencing symptoms, you should see your physician.
For more information, please

Tlersday. January 25 - 7:30 pm -Prnate Dining Rm 1
Camay M(VHChan Kerry Lambert at 270-'62-12-4.
or Hilda Bermes at 731-44A-R324

044771of

sPittaa1P

S. 15. 22. & 29 - 700 pier
('ontact Stephanie (*strwring)kan• at 2-0-210-41"3.

RECOVail
Thursday January 11 - 6.30pm - MCCH Awes('onkrence Room. Contact 1('('H Chaplain
Kelly Lambert at 270-762-12-4

RIROESIONYSaPirrtr
Tuesday January 9- 12:00 pm - George Oink 's(-enter(-rune
at II 30 am. if-you plan *o eat with the Senior Citizens(Ontoct
Dixie Hopkins. at 270-'53-6001

SMOIWI/Er40 ANNel/PPM-II-hut-Ada)
. January IS 3 30 pin - Centerfor Health

air

COEINUNIITY
BLOOD MIES

alit'ae2/1 Pet!,0
MONDAY - J
Sibling
7 p.m.

Center tor He

NITIT

WIN
Pounds
.•
- 12:30 p m
erfor Health & Wellness Classroom

_A4

Diabetes S

Date: Tuesday. Jan. 9- Wedne
Tuesday. Jan. 13 - Wednesday. Jan 24
Time: 8:00 a.m. - 4:30p.m.
Location: Centerfor Health & Wellness
For more information, or us sign up for the ClatICS.,please
2-0-"62-1806 or 1-800-1122-1840

FREE M

Von/

&. 0

Date - Tuesday, January 16

"feelf81000 OR/VE
MCCH Blood Bank
7:00 am - 5:30 pm
010110111,100.810010

boaitatiwagriantia.
#57eges
(to irn
Monday - Thursday'
- 3.30 pm
Friday 7.00

hotAit dood

a',?Yk 44411
64/411,...•, (Waite, cowomecee, airti xatie coe4
4/441 4.41'

7'11(

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the classes here al part of our
Miracle Moments Maternity Package. Pre-registration is requiredfor
all classes. For more informatUrn. to arrange for a personalized tour of
the Miracle Moments Maternity Unit, to schedule a private pre-natal
breast-feeding consult, or to pre-registerfor any chimes. call(270)
762-1940.

• afew holiday pounds during the ptiSi Jeis 111071013:'
Rebecca Wright. MS. RD. LD and Joseph Robs.
Specialist, and learn some ways to melt thaw pounds
Each participant V4 ill receive a -.snowman.'to melt during
next 4 weeks. Prizes awarded to those who accomplish their
spa,

A UARY

a inifrd; Artode"

Wiliness Chusroom Contact('hen!Crouch at 2'0-'62-155'

Aithiasis Adman*

tofind ways to move your body. Climb stairs if
that and escalators or elevators. Walk your dog:
Is with friends, clean the house. Anything that
only a fitness tool, its a stress buster

oat to become a man ofsuccess lna a man
- Albert Einstein

C,orrper CAytct 5øwüq Cessation
Date: Tuesday. January 14(runs I. week.ci
lime: 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Location: Centerfor Health & Wellness Classroom
The Cooper-Clayton method to stop smoking is a 13-week
program. which provides weekly education sessions in a
support env moment. The program encourages the use of
nicotine replacement therapy. and will he held every Tuesdas
firr 13 consecutive weeks.
To register call the Purchase District Health Department at
888-245-3902.

Aknerican
tCrass Winter 2007
Pare-nt
ATUAtiGS
Date: January 8-12
:1:00 pm - 1:30 pm (ages 6 numths 700 pm par (ages 6 months - 21, 7:30 pm - 8.00 pm (ages 2-5
Centerfor Health & Wellness Pool
0
ma the Americus? Red elms as 753-1421

Time: 8:00 am. - NOON & 1:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Location: Center,for Health & WellnessCall 762-1348for an appointment.

Ainerkan Red Cross Saft Baby
Presentation
Date: Wednesday, January I Time. 11;00 - 12 Noon
Location: Center.for Health & Wellness
Cost: S15, S17for childcare services
In one hour you'll learn the oeps to follow in arr emergency
how to can'firr an irdaru who is choking, how iii gist' chest
compressions and rescue breath using an intrust manikin.
Cull the American Red (•ross at -53-1421 to revt‘ter

MURRAY-CALLOVVAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
803 POPLAR STREET
MURRAY. KENTUCKY 42071
1-800-342-6224 • 270-762-1100

www murrashospitatorg

7e ene .et"I"OCaft"

eloax

PriRENTSUPPORTVROUP

MOndaY..10111SWIM

contact 270.762.1341k _

Ib //Of,
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441#460£1: rASESIIPPOPT
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•

(C;174011

4ocum,

i5W4K Level 2: Pri444.4ry Skiaf

Call the Blood Bank at
& *fellness Pool

talli

and make a commitment to save lives.'
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Study: State's youth saying
no more often to smoking
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
Cabinet for Health and Family Services officials are hailing the results of the 2006
Kentucky Youth Tobacco Survey as a victory in the battle
to get the state's young people to say no to tobacco use.
The study, made public in
a news release by CHFS officials, indicates a continuing
decline in youth smoking rates
statewide to a low of 25 percent; an encouraging change
in attitudes concerning the use
of tobacco products among
young people, officials said.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher also
applauded the results and commended individuals and organizations responsible for fighting tobacco use statewide.
"These results mean good
news for the future health of
Kentuckians," Fletcher said.
"Avoiding tobacco use is one
the smartest choices one can
make in terms of preventive
health care and a key goal of
my new Get Healthy Kentucky
initiative. The study shows we
have been moving in the right
direction to curb tobacco use
and with this new program we
hope to see an even bigger
decline; particularly among
young people."
Dottie Kraemer, project
director of the Calloway Co.
Alliance for Substance Abuse
Prevention, said she and members of the coalition were
thrilled at the news.
"Tobacco use is just one of
the many issues we are address
to improve the health of our
youth and adults. The Coalition is pleased to partner with
both school systems to implement Life Skills Training for
3rd - 8th grade students which
is a prevention program for
tobacco and all other drug
abuse," she said. "The results
reveal that the programs in place
are working in our community and others across the Commonwealth. This is truly something to celebrate."
Megan Cody, tobacco prevention and smoking cessation
specialist for the Purchase Dis-

trict
Health
Department's cent of Kentucky high school
PATCH program, agreed with students acknowledge they
Kraemer, but noted there is smoked or used a tobacco product on one or more of the past
still some work to be done.
"It's awesome, but the 30 days. In 2004, the percentnational average is still lower," age was 28 percent.
— Current cigarette use
Cody said. -The national average for high school, according among middle school students
to the CDC, for 2004 was fell from 15 percent in 2002
about 22.3 percent so we still to 12 percent in 2006.
— Lifetime cigarette use
have a way to go before we
catch up, but we're getting declined significantly among
closer. We have a lot of good high school students from 63
programs going especially in the percent in 2004 to 57 percent
in 2006. Lifetime cigarette use
Murray area."
Cody noted the efforts of is defined as having ever tried
Calloway County ASAP, the or used a cigarette. A similar
Murray Independent and Cal- decrease was found among midloway County school districts, dle school students. That numthe Calloway County Health ber fell significantly from 44
Center.
percent in 2002 to 36 percent
"I know they are working in 2006.
together to try to get these
A significant decrease also
rates down," she said.
was found in the percentage
The study reportedly pro- of middle school students who
vides an overview of the smok- had ever tried any type of
ing rates and tobacco habits tobacco product. That number
of Kentucky's youth and cov- fell from 52 percent in 2002
ers a range of topics indicat- to 44 percent in 2006.
ing public health programs to
Youth activities to convince
reduce youth smoking and teens to avoid tobacco use
tobacco use are having an effect. across Kentucky include the
Efforts to price teens out of ,youth coalition Helping Overthe cigarette market also seems come Tobacco (HOT), Tobacto be working. The 2005 hike co Free Sports initiatives in
in Kentucky's excise tax, pro- schools and community groups
posed by Fletcher and approved and advocacy and education
by the General Assembly, has groups such as Teens Against
also had an impact by increas- Tobacco Use (TATU). Each
ing the cost of tobacco prod- year, schools across the state
ucts to teens with limited dis- participate in Kick Butts Day
posable income, according to activities to raise awareness
CHFS officials.
about the health and mortality
The survey results also indi- issues related to tobacco and
cate that middle school students' to support strong tobacco preexposure to secondhand smoke vention policies. Many schools
dropped significantly between also plan activities around the
2002 and 2006.
Great American Smoke Out to
-The information gleaned point out the need for smokfrom the survey gives us a ing restrictions in public places.
good indicator of how well our
These results were generatprograms are working and ed from studies conducted earwhere we need to focus our lier this year in 65 high schools
efforts to prevent tobacco use and 74 middle schools throughamong young people and stop out Kentucky. More than 3,000
them from becoming regular high school students and 3,700
tobacco users,- said CHFS Sec- middle school students were
retary Mark D. Birdwhistell.
surveyed.
The results show:
The full report can be viewed
— A three-percentage point on
at
the
Internet
drop in number of high school http://chfs.ky.gov/dph/ach./cd/to
students who admit current bacco.htm. Click on Kentuck
tobacco use. Twenty-five per- Tobacco Data Reports.

AP
Charles Platkin talks about his new book which lists 7,500 popular foods and how much exercise it will take to bum off the calories.

Holiday calories can cost you
MIAMI (AP) — Oh, those holiday pitfalls:
a martini and a handful of Chex mix at the
office party, Grandma's fruitcake, the plate of
gingerbread cookies from your neighbor.
Eating all those goodies will definitely cost
you.
To burn off the calories in one gingerbread
cookie, you will have to swim 18 minutes.
The martini and party mix will take 47 minutes on the bike.
And the fruitcake? Take an 84-minute walk.
Those are the calculations in a new book
that lists the calorie content of 7,500 foods
and tells you just how long it will take to
work it off.
"Most of us have no idea what a calone is
worth," said Charles Stuart Platkin, author of
-The Diet Detective's Count Down" and other
books.
Platkin, a Miami-based public health advocate, spent nearly a year compiling the list,
which includes fast-food dishes, popular restaurant menu fare and most grocery items. The
exercise calculations are for a 155-pound person; add time if you're lighter, subtract time
if you're heavier.
Some of the numbers are downright depressing.
A half-pound of prime rib will cost you
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Heartburn drugs linked to hip fractures
CHICAGO (AP) — Taking
such popular heartburn drugs
as Nexium. Prevacid or Prilosec
for a year or more can raise
the risk of a broken hip markedly in people over 50, a large
study in Britain found.
The study raises questions
about the safety of some of
the most widely used and heavily promoted prescription drugs
on the market, taken by millions of people.
The researchers speculated
that when the drugs reduce
acid in the stomach, they also
make it more difficult for the
body to absorb bone-building
calcium. That can lead to weaker bones and fractures.
Hip fractures in the elderly
often lead to life-threatening
complications. As a result, doctors should make sure patients
have good reason to stay on
heartburn drugs long term, said
study co-author Dr. Yu-Xiao
Yang of the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine.
'the general—pereeption is

they are relatively harmless,"
Yang said. "They often are
used without a clear or justified indication for the treatment."
Some people find relief from
heartburn with over-the-count-

er antacids such as Turns.
Rolaids and Maalox. But for
others, those medicines do not
work well. People with chronic heartburn can develop painful
ulcers and some can end up
ith esophageal cancer.

PTs and OTS invited to join our winning team
Saint Joseph HealthCare, a winner in both patient and
employee satisfaction has excellent full time opportunities
for a Physical Therapist and an Occupational Therapist.
We offer competitive pay, excellent benefits and

75% OFF
, Christmas Decor
&
Garden Gifts
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2007 Impala LS
sit

•OnStar
•Pwr. Windows & Locks
•5 Yr. or 100,000 Mi.
Power Train Warranty

MSRP

$21,445

Rebate
Peppers Disc

-1,000
-L452
Your Price

4.CATHOLIC HEALTH

Contact Michele Allard'INITIATIVES
at 859-313-1710 or
Saint Joseph HealthCare
allardm@sjhlex.org
No
,
1hr S. orwe Medi. me Pr lir* Compruseow•

#GC6224
#GC6107
Commission Rate
When Selling Your

112 N

#GC6508

#GC6326

Model
New 06 Chevy
Aveo 4 Door LT
New 06 Chevy
Cobalt LT Sedan
New 06 Chevy
Impala LT1
New 06 Chevy Monte
Carlo tT3
New 06 Chevy
Monte Carlo LTZ

129, • Murray • 270.1SII 117110
wow cannotrellrcalty corn

Do you need help with your
401(k) rollover?
help sou understand your options and make your retirement
money work for you Consider a Woodmen of the World IRA for your
401110 rollover
We

Shelia K. Crouse
Field Representative
753-4741

fri

WOODMENIL
oftheWORLD
5,*.idli1e1111/ rhe tY•rld LiS Inneence S'eryrt‘
.ehraSid
HOITle(Mice Ornthe'
.
woo woodmen my

Model
#G7103 New 07 Chevy
Colorado
#G6547 New 06 Chevy
Colorado 4WD
Stock #
#GT6459

4G7090

212 I Meln Street • 1S3•15P6

MSRP

Red Tag

$14,240

$11,931*

20,380

15,496*

25,485

18,494*

—.15,415

20,478*

27,535

21,426*

MSRP

Red Tag

$17,945

$15,450*

24,765

19,493*

MSRP

Red Tag

$28,350
29,920

$22,494*

39,625
40,274
43,185

32,965*
33,269*
35,182*

TRUCKS
Stock #

#G7098
#G7076

•
T

$18,993*

CARS
Stock #
#GC6443

a

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
Z
753-1725

See Some Red - Save Green
The Price on the Tag is the Price You Pay

the chance to learn and grow in your career. EOE

PDPEL117

& Gift:

230 minutes of yoga. A Starbucks Caramel
Macchiato is 38 minutes on the bike — add
81 minutes if you grab a piece of coffee cake.
You'll have to walk 173 minutes to burn off
a Whopper from Burger King.
Platkin, 44, said it is like money: Once diners know a food's caloric value, they can weigh
in their mind whether it is "splurge worthy."
Some of the biggest food rip-offs include
crackers, at 12 to 20 calories apiece, and premium ice creams, Platkin said. It will take 72
minutes to walk off a half-cup of Ben and
Jerry's Butter Pecan, versus 31 minutes for
Edy's Slow Churned Light version of the same
flavor.
Predictably, fruits and veggies provided the
best bargains.
The holidays are one of the trickiest seasons for dieters. Research shows people tend
to gain just under a pound during the holidays. It only takes an extra hundred calories
a day (five Ritz crackers) over the holiday
season to gain a pound. And they don't typically lose it by spring.
"People tend to relax their guard and let
themselves go during the holidays. And therets
also more food around so we also consume more:"
said Platkin, who became his own diet detee.Live after losing 50 pounds 14 years ago. '
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SOLD

ICOLS
Model
New 06 Chevy
Uplander
New 07 Chevy Trailblazer
New 07 Chevy Avalanche
4WD
New 07 Chevy Suburban
New 07 Chevy Tahoe 4WD

24,852*

Daclairner 'Nee a plus tax, title and license and allw all manufacturers' rebates and factory to dealer incentives $6450 doe fee
included Pt+olos for ilustration purposes only
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